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ABSTRACT

DESIGN OF A MODULAR, AXIAL-FLUX DIRECT DRIVE PERMANENT
MAGNET GENERATOR FOR WIND TURBINES

Başkaya, Aydın
M.S., Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Ozan Keysan

January 2018, 154 pages

Wind energy technology is becoming more important issue in terms of renewable
energy applications. Theoretical maximum of wind energy utilization is known
(which is predetermined by Betz as 59%) and generally imperfections in blade
manufacture reduce the actual energy yield of the turbine less than the useable
energy. Therefore, maximum energy yield from generator topology is desired.
According to fault statistics of wind turbines, most of the cases are related to gearbox failures. Mechanical losses and heat losses are again result from these gear-box
drive train systems. In this thesis, axial flux permanent magnet direct drive (AFPM
DD) topology is investigated because of its high energy yield, lower maintenance
periods due to its modular direct-drive concept and axial length advantages.
Proposed generator has an electrical output power of 5 MW at 12 rpm. Outer stator
axial flux concept will be used in the air-cored generator. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Optimization is used in determining analytical parameters of the design. In this
thesis, cost based optimization procedure is carried under 9 different wind speed
conditions in order to get a more realistic design. Wind speed data are taken from
v

real field based measurement values of a sample wind power plant (WPP) located
in Çanakkale, Turkey. The algorithm calculated the design parameters of the
proposed AFPM generator based on a power generation reference of a commercial
5 MW Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) wind turbine under
aforementioned wind conditions. In addition, the algorithm also considers the wind
speed time probabilistic and related generation incomes.In order to verify the
validity of analytical design method, first a sample 50 kW AFPM design is simulated
by using FEA (Finite Element Analysis) and then critical parameters such as air gap
flux density, and induced emf values are compared with the analytical results.
Comparison of the results of the designed generator supported the proposed
analytical design method. Detailed electromagnetic and mechanical aspects of the
designed 5MW/12 rpm modular generator and its simulation results are presented
and verified by using FEA comparison. It is observed that in the proposed design,
PMs contribute most in the total cost while PM mass is the least dominant
component in total mass. Proposed generator has axial length advantage over other
MW level generator counterparts although it suffers from a large diameter due to
the selected direct-drive concept. Installation costs, crane costs for maintenance and
installation, transportation costs and downtime costs can be reduced with modular
design concept. When increasing importance of “reliability”, “modularity” and
“fault-tolerance” taken into account, it is expected that the proposed modular AFPM
generator system will contribute significantly in the MW level wind energy
harvesting technologies both in onshore and offshore.

Keywords: Wind energy conversion, axial flux permanent magnet generator, direct
drive modular generator, genetic algorithm optimization, finite element analysis
(FEA)
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ÖZ

RÜZGAR TÜRBİNLERİ İÇİN MODÜLER, EKSENEL AKILI
DOĞRUDAN SÜRÜŞLÜ KALICI MIKNATISLI BİR GENERATÖR
TASARIMI

Başkaya, Aydın
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ozan Keysan

Ocak 2018, 154 sayfa

Rüzgar enerjisi teknolojisi, yenilenebilir enerji uygulamaları açısından daha önemli
hale gelmektedir. Teorik olarak maksimum rüzgar enerjisi kullanımı bilinmektedir
(Betz tarafından bu oran %59 olarak belirlenmiştir) ve türbin kanadı üretimindeki
bozukluklar gerçek enerjiyi kullanılabilir enerjinin altına düşürmektedir.Bu nedenle,
generatör topolojilerinden maksimum enerji üretimi beklenmektedir. Rüzgar türbini
hata

istatistiklerine

göre,

olayların

çoğu

dişli

kutusu

arızalarından

kaynaklanmaktadır. Mekanik ve ısıl kayıplar da yine aktarma organı kayıplarından
kaynaklanmaktadır. Bu tez çalışmasında, eksenel akılı kalıcı mıknatıslı doğrudan
sürüşlü (AFPM DD) topoloji yüksek enerji üretimi, modüler yapısı sayesindeki
düşük bakım periyotları ve eksenel uzunluk avantajları yüzünden araştırılmıştır.
Önerilen generatör 12 rpm’de 5MW çıkış gücüne sahiptir. Hava çekirdekli
generatörde, harici stator eksenel akı konsepti kullanılacaktır. Tasarımın analitik
parametrelerini

belirlenmesinde,

genetik

algoritma

(GA)

optimizasyonu

kullanılmıştır. Bu tezde, daha gerçekçi bir tasarım elde edebilmek için, maliyet bazlı
optimizasyon 9 farklı rüzgar hızı koşulu altında gerçekleştirilmiştir. Rüzgar hızı
bilgisi, Çanakkale/Türkiye’de bulunan örnek bir rüzgar santralinin (WPP) gerçek
vii

saha bazlı ölçüm değerlerinden alınmıştır. Algoritma önerilen AFPM generatör
tasarım parametreleri hesaplamalarını ticari bir 5MW kalıcı mıknatıslı senkron
generatörün (PMSG) yukarıda bahsedilen rüzgar koşulları altındaki güç üretim
referansını baz alarak hesaplamıştır. Buna ek olarak, algoritma ayrıca rüzgar hızı
istatistiklerini ve ilgili üretim gelirlerini göz önünde bulundurmuştur. Analitik
tasarım yönteminin geçerliliğini doğrulamak için ilk başta örnek bir 50 kW AFPM
tasarımı SEA (Sonlu Eleman Analizi) kullanılarak benzetilmiş daha sonra hava
aralığı manyetik akı yoğunluğu ve endüklenen emf gibi kritik parametreler analitik
sonuçlarla karşılaştırılmıştır. Tasarlanan generatörün karşılaştırma sonuçları
önerilen analitik tasarım yöntemini desteklemektedir. Tasarlanan 5MW/12 rpm
modüler generatörün detaylı elektromanyetik ve mekanik yönleri ve benzetim
sonuçları sunulmuş ve SEA kullanılarak doğrulanmıştır. Önerilen tasarımda, kalıcı
mıknatısların (PM) toplam maliyet içindeki katkısı en fazla iken PM kütlesinin
toplam kütle için en az baskın bileşen olduğu gözlemlenmiştir. Seçilen doğrudan
sürüş konseptinden kaynaklı yüksek çapına rağmen önerilen generatörün diğer MW
seviyesindeki rakiplerine göre eksenel uzunluk avantajı vardır. Modüler tasarım
konseptiyle; kurulum maliyetleri, kurulum ve bakım için gerekli vinç maliyetleri,
taşıma maliyetleri ve devre dışı kalma maliyetleri düşürülebilir. “Güvenilirlik” ,
“Modülerlik” ve “Arıza-toleransı” nın artan önemi hesaba katıldığında, önerilen
modüler AFPM generatör sisteminin karada ve denizdeki MW seviyesindeki rüzgar
enerjisi kazanım teknolojilerine önemli katkı yapması beklenmektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Rüzgar enerjisi dönüşümü, eksenel akılı kalıcı mıknatıslı
generatör, doğrudan sürüşlü modüler generatör, genetik algoritma optimizasyonu,
sonlu eleman analizi (SEA)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Background of Wind Energy Harvesting

Like many developments in technology, modern wind energy utilization by means
of wind turbines started 40 years ago due to search for alternative energy sources
except oil, whose deficiency and high prices were a global crisis issue. Besides, air
pollution and other environmental problems made it indispensable to search for
clean and renewable energy sources such as wind. To summarize, OPEC crisis in
1970s and environmental problems worked as a catalyst in development progress of
wind turbines. First wind turbines were operating at fixed speed and their structure
was very simple. This concept of Squirrel Cage Induction Generator (SCIG) was
called later as “Danish concept” and became a milestone for modern wind turbines.
Nowadays, there are different types of wind turbines exist in the market both in
mechanical and electrical aspects. Global trend is going above 5MW of output
power and especially generator technologies are under development in order to
maximize produced energy [1]–[3].
Global annual and cumulative installed wind capacities between 2001 and 2016 are
given in Fig. 1-1 and 1-2, respectively. As it can be seen from graphs, wind energy
harvesting has an increasing trend.

1

Fig. 1-1. Worldwide yearly installed wind capacity 2001-2016 [4]

Fig. 1-2. Worldwide total installed wind capacity 2001-2016 [4]

According to annual market update report of Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC),
it’s expected to reach 791 GW of global cumulative wind energy capacity by 2020,
although it’s estimated that annual capacity growth rate will be stabilize around five
percent level. Detailed market forecast of GWEC for 2016-2020 is given in Fig. 13.
Rise in the usage of wind energy in Turkey is very similar to global trends. Wind
energy sources, contributed about 6% of Turkey’s total electricity demand in 2015
[5]. Turkey has nearly stable increase rate of installation rate of wind power plants
for past 5 years. Fig. 1-4 shows the variation of cumulative installations for wind
power plants in Turkey. According to Turkish Wind Energy Association (TWEA),
it’s expected to reach total installed capacity of 10 GW, under the current regulatory
framework. Turkey’s total wind capacity is predicted more than 48 GW from zones
with over 7 m/s speed at 50 meters altitude [5].
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Fig. 1-3. Global wind energy market forecast [5]

Fig. 1-4. Cumulative installations for wind power plants in Turkey [6]

Wind turbine design is an important issue for renewable energy. Especially during
the last decade, its technology is substantially matured with variable speed
applications. Although there are physical and aerodynamical limitations due to
natural causes of wind phenomenon, different arrangements of wind turbine
generator systems are invented to maximize the captured energy. By this improved
technologies both in power electronics and generators, manufacturing and
installation costs are reduced. Therefore, wind energy harvesting concepts started to
penetrate the global markets. According to [7], today 83 countries use wind energy
3

harvesting applications commercially and 24 countries have installed wind power
capacity of more than 1GW. Evolution of wind turbine sizes and fraction of power
electronics stage capacities can be seen in Fig. 1-5. As the sizes and power levels of
wind turbines are increased, importance of efficiency and grid connection subjects
also increased. Because wind power plants gradually becomes inevitable parts of
electrical grids in most countries and they are expected to conform the grid codes
and fault ride through capabilities.

Fig. 1-5. Evolution of wind turbines [8]

When designing and investing a wind power stations, 3 main properties which are
necessary to validate are given as follows:


Low cost



Long-lasting



Low service requirement

If we go in detail of these conditions from the engineering point of view, lightweight,
low cost, low speed, high torque and variable speed operation should be considered
during the design stage of wind power plant (WPP) [9]. Wind turbine generators
dominating the markets nowadays have MW-level power output capacity in
average. Gearboxes are used in order to pair the low speed hub with the high speed
generator shaft. However, gearboxes result in high mechanical wear, decreased
4

efficiency and lower life-span. Therefore, wind energy systems with geared
drivetrain need regular maintenance. Low-speed generators and direct drive systems
are introduced in order to omit the gearbox and increase the overall efficiency [7].
Higher overall efficiency, lower noise, reliability and reduced maintenance costs are
the main advantages of direct drive concept. Direct drive solutions offer simpler and
more efficient structures for drivetrain of wind turbines, therefore smaller nacelle
can be obtained. One disadvantage of direct drive concept is that they have larger
diameters than conventional geared wind turbines in order to provide same output
power in low speeds. In addition, using modern rare-earth permanent magnets such
as NdFeB, higher energy densities become reachable and more powerful novel
generators can be manufactured. Generators with permanent magnets will be
covered more detailed in the next chapter. In this study, direct drive axial flux
permanent magnet topology is chosen to design among other topologies.
Wind turbines can be categorized into two types according to their rotational axis
position:


Horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT), example of it is given in Fig. 1-6 (a)



Vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) example of it is given in Fig. 1-6 (b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1-6. Wind turbine types according to rotation axis (a) horizontal axis (b) vertical axis
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As the name refers, in HAWTs, shaft axis is parallel with ground while in VAWTs
shaft axis is perpendicular to ground. Horizontal axis wind turbines are dominant in
the market due to its robust structure and high overall efficiency. Vertical axis
turbines are generally used in small wind applications in levels of kWs. In vertical
axis wind turbines, angle of strike of the air is inherently varies with the rotation and
it’s hard to capture energy especially under unbalanced wind flow conditions, while
pitch and yaw control of the turbine can be successfully implemented in horizontal
axis turbines.
Another important issue is the speed control of these turbine blades in terms of
aerodynamic means.

At this point two main control techniques exist: stall

control and pitch control. Generally in stall controlled technique, turbine blades are
fixed aerodynamic structures and these turbines need high peak torque to limit
turbine speed while in pitch control technique, blade pitch angle can be changed
during operation of turbine i.e. angle of attack of air can be adjusted therefore these
turbines do not need over torque for limit the speed [10]. In variable speed
applications pitch control is a commonly used technique [11].
A usual wind turbine consists of turbine blades and shaft, gearbox and the generator.
The main generators used in wind turbines are synchronous and induction generator
concepts. In conventional applications, a gearbox is connected between turbine shaft
and generator and used for increasing the low speed of turbine blades to high speed
of generator. In direct drive wind turbines, the generator is directly coupled to main
shaft of the turbine and operates at low speeds. Geared and direct drive schematics
of wind turbines are shown in Fig. 1-7. Wind turbines can be categorized into three
main groups according to generator rotational speed. These are fixed speed, limited
variable speed and variable speed [12]. Although the first examples of wind turbines
were generally fixed speed ones like the Danish concept, modern wind turbines
nowadays use variable speed concept because of higher power and higher torque
advantages. More detailed explanations and schematics about categorizing wind
turbines according to their drivetrain, generators and flux orientations will be given
in the next chapter.
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Fig. 1-7. Conventional geared (left) and direct drive (right) wind turbines [13]

1.2.

Problem Statement and Research Objective
As the wind energy conversion systems become more capable player of the

global energy sector and installed capacities of the WECs increased every year,
reliability for these systems becomes more important issue. Especially with the
increased power rates of these turbines, size and volumes also increase and
modularity becomes vital.
In this thesis work, a Direct Drive Axial Flux Permanent Magnet wind turbine
generator (AFPM-DD) is chosen and designed because of its high reliability, high
torque density and volume advantages. The designed and proposed generator has an
output power of 5 MW. Gearless drive train is chosen especially for increased
overall efficiency and reduced maintenance costs. The proposed generator also has
a modular structure, thus reliability and high efficiency is desired even in a faultstate. Parameters of the designed machine will be chosen according to genetic
algorithm optimization and FEA validation. Also in this study, the proposed
generator system is compared with its MW level counterparts in the last chapter.
Table 1-1 shows the recent MW level wind turbine models with respect to their
brand, origin, generator type and output power [14]–[23]. Based on these table
values, it can be said that the trend is going towards 10 MW per turbine in a few
years. When increasing importances of “reliability”, “modularity” and “faulttolerance” are taken into account, it is expected that the proposed generator system
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and its comparison with existed commercial counterparts will contribute
significantly in the MW level wind energy harvesting technologies.
Table 1-1. Recent MW level wind turbine generators worldwide [14]–[24]

Brand

Origin

Sinovel

China

Vestas

Denmark

MHI-Vestas

Denmark

GE Wind

US

Goldwind

China

Gamesa

Spain

Enercon

Germany

Nordex

Germany

Siemens
Wind
Suzlon
Senvion

1.3.

Germany
India
Germany

Power
Level
(MW)

Type

Drivetrain

1.5 - 6.0
3.45
1.8 – 3.0
4.2 – 9.5
1.7- 3.8
6.0
1.5 – 2.5
2 – 3.3
5
0.8 – 7.78

DFIG
PMSG
DFIG
PMSG
DFIG
PMSG
PMSG
DFIG
PMSG
EESG

3 stage gearbox

1.5 – 3.9
2.3 – 3.2
3.3 – 8
0.6 – 2.1
2.0 – 3.6
6.2

DFIG

3 stage gearbox
Gearbox
Direct Drive
3 stage gearbox

PMSG, SCIG
DFIG
DFIG, SCIG
and EESG

3 stage gearbox
3 stage gearbox
3 stage gearbox
Direct Drive
Direct Drive
3 stage gearbox
2 stage gearbox
Direct Drive

3 stage gearbox

Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2, general overview of wind energy conversion systems and challenges
in this area will be summarized. For this purpose, generator systems used in wind
energy conversion systems will be classified according to electrical and mechanical
aspects. Importance of modularity will be described. Finally, chosen direct drive
AFPM generator system will be explained and advantages and disadvantages of it
will be evaluated.
In Chapter 3, detailed analytical design equations of the proposed AFPM generator
will be described and related drawings will be given. Following this chapter, FEA
results and analytical calculation results for the sample 50 kW AFPM generator will
be compared and results will be discussed in order to check the accuracy of the
analytical design methodology proposed in this thesis.
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In Chapter 4, optimization process will be introduced and optimized parameters of
the proposed AFPM generator will be presented. First, evolutionary algorithm and
nature of the genetic algorithm will be described. Then all details of the optimization
procedure followed in this thesis will be described. Finally, optimized design
parameters and analytically calculated performance values of the proposed 5MW 12
rpm generator will be presented. Discussion of the mass and cost components of the
proposed design will be given at the end of this chapter.
In Chapter 5, finite element analysis of the proposed design is reviewed and results
of this analysis will be compared with analytically calculated design parameters in
order to verify the proposed AFPM design.
In Chapter 6, comparison of the proposed generator with similar MW-level wind
turbine generators on both market and academic works will be presented in terms of
power and torque density. Finally, conclusions and future works about this thesis
study will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF WIND ENERGY CONVERSION (WEC) SYSTEMS

In the previous chapter, background of wind energy conversion systems is
introduced and related wind energy statistics are summarized and tabulated. In this
chapter, detailed survey of wind energy fundamentals and general overview of wind
energy conversion systems will be summarized. To accomplish this, Chapter 2 is
divided into five main parts. In the first part, wind power equations and key
parameters will be discussed. This data especially used in wind turbine investment
calculations and wind potential estimation techniques. Then challenges in wind
energy conversion systems will be introduced and common problems will be
addressed. In the next part, existing wind turbine technologies will be classified and
evaluated according to their mechanical and electrical aspects. Then three main flux
orientations in PM based systems will be shown and explained. Finally, the
importance of modularity in wind energy conversion systems and the advantages
and the disadvantages of axial flux PM machines will be evaluated. Also in the last
part, reasons for choosing direct drive axial flux permanent magnet generator
concept will be explained.
2.1.

Power Equations and Parameters

The available shaft power (output power) P from a horizontal axis wind turbine can
be expressed as a function of the wind speed as follows:
1

𝑃 = 2 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝐶𝑝 (𝜆, 𝛽)𝜋𝑟 2 𝑣 3

(2-1)

where , 𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the mass density of air , 𝐶𝑝 is the power coefficient which is a
function of the tip speed ratio λ and the pitch angle β, 𝑟 is radius of the turbine blade
and 𝑣 is the wind velocity. Power coefficient, sometimes called performance
coefficient, can be defined as the ratio of the captured wind power to the available
input power of the wind. Therefore, it tells us how efficient the turbine is. Generally
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imperfections in blade manufacture reduces the actual energy production of the
turbine

lower

than

the

useable

energy.

Theoretically,

maximum 59%

(approximately 16/27) of the wind energy can be captured by an ideal wind turbine.
This result is concluded by German physicist Albert Betz in 1919. This limitation is
valid for both vertical and horizontal axis wind turbines. Maximum value of
performance coefficient (Cp) is limited by Betz criterion. Since physical limitations
exist in nature such as friction and other mechanical losses, maximum value of the
performance coefficient Cp is always lower than theoretical maximum of Betz
constant.
In [25], power coefficient is defined as a nonlinear function of TSR (λ) and pitch
angle (β) as follows,
𝐶

𝐶𝑃 (𝜆, 𝛽) = 𝐶1 ( 𝜆2 − 𝐶3 𝛽 − 𝐶3 ) 𝑒
𝑖

−𝐶5
𝜆𝑖

+ 𝐶6 𝜆

(2-2)

where,
1
𝜆𝑖

1

0.035

= 𝜆+0.08𝛽 − 𝛽3 +1

(2-3)

These coefficients shown above depend on the turbine physical characteristics.
Investigation of these values is out of scope of this thesis.Tip speed ratio (TSR-  )
is defined as a ratio of linear tip speed of turbine blade to wind speed as shown in
Eq. (2-4). This ratio is very useful when designing a wind turbine. Optimal TSR is
desired to obtain maximum power from wind as much as possible.
𝜆=

𝑅𝜔𝑀
𝑣

(2-4)

where, v is the wind speed, wm is the rotational rotor speed and R is the rotor radius.
TSR is a kind of measurement of how fast turbine blades rotate. Until a proper limit,
higher rotational speeds leads to higher output power levels. Therefore, high TSR is
aimed when designing a wind turbine. Each wind turbine has unique value of TSR
regardless of the generator topology used in manufacture [26]. Approximate optimal
TSR for a conventional three blade wind turbine system is given as 5~6 in [27].
Minimum wind speed that is needed to start to rotate the blades is cut-in wind speed,
while the cut-out speed is the maximum speed of wind that turbine is allowed to
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continue operation. Intermittent nature of the wind determines the production
variation of the WECs. There are some approaches for estimate the wind profile at
a given place. Weibull distribution is used to represent the wind speed distribution
and it indicates the occurrence frequency of the wind speeds according to time for a
given site measurement. This indication is required because of the probabilistic
nature of wind. Weibull distribution and Rayleigh distributions are used to estimate
and analyze the wind speed distribution. IEC 61400 standard, which is specialized
for design requirements of wind turbine, mentions Rayleigh and Weibull
distributions as the most common distributions for wind profile [28]. Weibull ( Fw )
and Rayleigh ( FR ) cumulative probability functions are given in Eq. (2-5) and Eq.
(2-6), respectively.

v
Fw (v)  1  exp[  ]k
c

(2-5)
2

   v 
FR (v)  1  exp[      ]
 4   vm 

(2-6)

where v, vm, c and k are wind speed , mean wind speed, scale parameter and shape
parameters. In Rayleigh distributions, shape parameter is equal to 2 and mean wind
speed value is required. In [29], authors calculate the wind speed probability density
values of the Bozcaada region of Turkey from both time series measured data and
distributions of Weibull and Rayleigh. This distribution can be seen in Fig. 2-1.

Fig. 2-1. Wind speed probability density functions for Bozcaada region [29]
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2.2.

Challenges in WEC Systems

Main focus and effort during the design and implementation of wind turbines is to
obtain more efficient and cost effective solutions hence to reduce the cost of energy,
which can be considered as a key issue. Therefore, every detail about machine
design, grid connection and other technical trend parameters have to fulfill this
economical objective.
As the power scales of wind turbines increase, penetration of these energy sources
into electrical grid becomes inevitable. Demand side management techniques and
different storage technologies such as flywheels and batteries are developed for grid
connection and disturbance support such as short term fluctuations. This integration
dictates wind turbines to conform the grid codes in which quality and requirements
of power plants are described in terms of frequency and voltage support. Therefore,
modern wind turbines with high power capacities have to keep connected and
support grid in terms of voltage regulation and reactive power during the
disturbances. This ability is also called low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability.
Another important challenge about wind turbines is the ease of maintenance.
Reliability is related to failure rates of different parts of a wind turbine. Thus
performance of every component of wind turbine determines the reliability of the
wind turbine. Especially, for offshore wind turbines where access for repair and
maintenance is difficult, improving reliability becomes an important key parameter
during the design [30]. For example, mechanical parts which have high withstand
ability for humidity is preferable for offshore wind turbines. Failure rates and
corresponding downtimes for different parts of generator are obtained in [30] and
given in Fig. 2-2. According to this statistics based on collected data, it can be
concluded that main failures and longest downtimes result from gearboxes and
electrical systems.
As a rule of thumb in generator design it is important to avoid gearbox because of
its mechanical parts and need for periodic maintenance and lubrication. Increased
maintenance periods are big advantage for wind turbines whose locations are hard
to reach such as offshore wind turbines [31]. Drivetrain of a VSCF (variable speed
constant frequency) turbine generally consists of blades, low and high speed shafts,
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gear-box and generator. Turbine shaft can be referred as low speed shaft while
generator shaft is referred as high speed shaft. Gearbox in a wind turbine system is
responsible of transmission of aerodynamic power from turbine to the generator
shaft. In geared type of generator, turbine blades with hub structure connected to
shaft of the generator via a gear-box, which increases the rotational speed of the
low-speed shaft. Gearbox allows generator to operate at high speeds, therefore
smaller diameters can be used with same amount of torque needs. Gear ratio is a
measure of relationship between output and input speeds of dynamic system.
Drawings of nacelles of two commercial wind turbines which are geared and
gearless are given in Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2-4, respectively.

Fig. 2-2. Failure frequency and downtime for different part of wind turbine [30]

Gearboxes are the main source of mechanical faults and losses in wind turbine
systems. Also, it’s necessary to make regular maintenance for gearbox components
in order to avoid an unexpected failure. Moreover, they result in mechanical and
thermal losses hence reduced efficiency. Environmental drawback of the gearbox is
audible noise created by mechanical parts [12]. Because of these reasons,
manufacturers and designers start to develop gearless drive systems for wind
turbines from early 1990s. However, geared systems still offer cheaper solutions
than large diameter direct drive systems [32].
15

Fig. 2-3. NEG Micon wind turbine with gearbox [30]

As the name refers, in direct drive generators gearbox and all bearing structures are
eliminated. Therefore, turbine blades and generator are connected on the same shaft
rotating at low speed. With this eliminated gearbox and other mechanical structures,
direct drive systems offer lower maintenance cost, increased efficiency and
reliability. The main purposes of the direct-drive concept for wind turbines are;


to increase the efficiency thus energy yield



to decrease the gearbox failures



to reduce the maintenance cost

In electrical generator design, one of the main criterion is torque. Due to tip speed
limitation and natural result of gearless topology, direct drive wind turbine
generators rotates at low speed. Relationship between power and torque according
formula which defines the output power of generator:
𝑃 = 𝑇. 𝜔𝑚

(2-7)

where, P is the output power, T is the torque and wm is the mechanical speed of the
shaft. Torque must be increase inversely proportional to decrease of angular speed
in direct drive generators in order to produce same amount of power as in the geared
drive case. In some designs ratio of axial length to air gap diameter, k is optimized
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[33]. According to [34], electromagnetic torque of an axial flux permanent magnet
machine is proportional to outer diameter as shown in Eq. (2-8).
𝑇~𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 3

(2-8)

To do that when scaling up the turbine sizes, amount of material should be increased
in order to maintain the air-gap against magnetic attraction forces between stator
and rotor parts. This means direct drive machines are heavier and larger in diameter
rather than other types of machines in order to produce the same amount of
power. More material also means extra cost, which is a disadvantage for this type of
generators. Torque per volume and torque per mass parameters are important during
the design of the generator systems. EESG and PMSG are two main direct drive
solutions exist in the market. One of the commercial direct drive EESG of Enercon
is shown on Fig. 2-4. Radial flux orientation is mostly preferred among direct drive
generators [31]. However RFPM can be disadvantageous when allocated space for
generator is limited for specific applications such as nacelle or electric vehicle wheel
motor. Transverse flux PM generators can produce higher torques with lower copper
losses. However complicated construction is an important penalty for transverse flux
option, especially when maintenance problems are taken into account. Direct drive
axial flux type permanent magnet machines are advantageous in torque to volume
ratio among other machine topologies while torque per mass values are not much
attractive. Torque per volume advantage is due to shorter axial length and compact
structure rather than radial flux counterpart. Torque per mass disadvantage is related
to large diameter which is a penalty of this type of generators. Because of reasons
aforementioned above, trend is going through the high torque direct drive generators
as it eliminates gearbox losses and minimizes maintenance and repair cost.
Therefore, overall efficiency and reliability of the system can be increased.
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Fig. 2-4. Enercon E-66 wind turbine without gearbox [30]

Modularity on the other hand, is related to availability of maximum portion of
mechanical or electrical structure of generator during the failure periods. With the
rapidly increased power levels of 5 MW and above for per turbine, nowadays trend
is going through the modular multi-level power electronic converters and modular
machine structures for large wind turbine generators [1]–[3]. Mechanical modularity
can be considered as operating parallel machines instead of one bulky generator.
Contrary to conventional generators, modular generators have the ability of continue
to operate with its healthy modules under fault conditions of defective modules.
Therefore, reliability and overall efficiency is increased. Challenges for increasing
efficiency of wind turbines from the control point of view can be considered as fault
monitoring and diagnostic, forecasting error and predictive controls [35].
2.3.

Current Wind Turbine Generator Technologies

In this section, generators are categorized according to their mechanical and
electrical properties. In mechanical categorization, drivetrain approach is considered
ie. whether drivetrain includes gearbox or not. In electrical categorization, most used
generator types in WECs namely induction and synchronous generators are
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considered in terms of wind turbine point of view. Thus, main approach in this part
when describing their properties is based on whether they are induction or
synchronous generators. Wind turbines are mainly categorized in the literature
according to their rotational speeds. These speed categories are fixed speed, limited
variable speed or variable speed. Variable speed configuration is the most used one
among other speed options because it’s more grid-supportive by means of power
electronic converter it provides [11]. These type of turbines are capable of operating
at different wind speeds and more flexible in terms of torque and reactive power
control [12].
2.3.1. Induction Generators
a)

Squirrel Cage Induction Generators (SCIG)

This type of generator can be used with both fixed (also known as Danish Concept)
and variable speed. However, SCIGs are commonly used for constant speed
operation. The most common configuration of this generator consists of three stage
gearbox connected to SCIG and compensating capacitors [30]. Generator speed is
determined according to grid electrical frequency. Sometimes soft-starter can be
used after the generator for smoother grid connection [36]. This type of SCIG is
given in Fig. 2-5.

Fig. 2-5. SCIG Danish concept wind turbine schematic [36]

Robustness, off-the-shelf parts, lower investment costs, stable operation and lower
maintenance makes SCIG preferable in WECs. But in order to get more efficient
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operation SCIG should be constructed with low number of poles because high
number of poles construction becomes a mechanical drawback for SCIG. Besides,
high number of poles leads to higher leakage flux losses in practical. Therefore gearboxes are generally used with SCIGs. Due to fixed speed operation above rated wind
speeds, limited output power is another drawback of this system. Lack of power
electronic unit results in poor capability of reactive power control and voltage level
problems. Need for magnetizing current in order to create magnetic field for stator,
makes induction generator reactive power-dependent. Capacitor banks or Static
Synchronous Compensators (STATCOM) are commonly used for reactive power
compensation with SCIGs. Wind speed fluctuations and tower-shadow effect
directly converted in torque dips and fatigue loads on turbine sub-mechanical
systems [11], [37].
In variable speed applications of SCIG back-to-back voltage source converters
(VSCs) are employed in order to meet the grid codes [38]. Schematic diagram of
this type WEC is given in Fig. 2-6. Generator given in Fig. 2-3 was also a constant
speed SCIG namely, Danish Concept.

Fig. 2-6. SCIG with back-to-back VSC converter [38]

b)

Wound Rotor Induction Generators (WRIG)

Wound rotor induction generators are also known in the market as Optislip concept
and have been produced by Vestas since 1990s [36]. These type of generators are
used for limited variable speed applications, thus there will be dynamic slip control
[38]. This control is applied by connecting electronically controlled resistor blocks
to rotor of the generator. Mechanical loads are reduced in this type of configuration
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because of controllable speed. Slip denotes the relation between the rotor speed and
synchronous speed. It is given by the formula as follows,
𝑠=

𝑁𝑠 −𝑁𝑟
𝑁𝑠

(2-9)

where, s is the slip, Ns is synchronous speed, Nr is rotor speed. Higher slip
magnitudes indicate higher power losses on rotor connected resistors hence lower
efficiency. Gearboxes in this system can have multiple stages just as the SCIG case.
Also there exist shunt capacitors connected to line for compensation purposes.
Typical WRIG schematic diagram with these capacitors is shown in Fig. 2-7. It can
be concluded that main advantage of this concept is limited variable speed operation
ability due to resistors connected series with power electronic converter. The main
disadvantage of WRIG is lower efficiency due to heat losses on resistors while
increasing variable speed range.

Fig. 2-7. WRIG schematic diagram [38]

c)

Doubly-fed Induction Generators (DFIG)

Among wind turbine generator types, doubly-fed induction generator system with 3
stage gearbox (DFIG-3G) is the most utilized formation at present [39]. Although it
consists more complicated power electronic control, it can control active and
reactive power flow within supply side or rotor side. Stator is coupled to grid via
transformer while rotor part is coupled to grid by using power electronic converter
stages. This power electronic converter is rated at fraction (usually between 20-30%)
of generator power [40], therefore these converters are called as partial scale
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converters. The main objective of this power electronic block is to adjust speed
range and grid reactive power support. Sometimes second PGSC (parallel grid side
converter) is used parallel with dc-link in order to control unbalanced conditions
better. Configuration of DFIG is shown in Fig. 2-8. Multistage or single stage
gearbox can be used with DFIGs.

Fig. 2-8. Conventional grid connected DFIG, RSC: Rotor side converter, GSC: Grid side
converter [36]

Slip rings and gearboxes are the main disadvantages of this generator. DFIGs are
not suitable for direct drive because of efficiency problems. As mentioned before,
as machine rotational speed decreases, torque must be increase in order to produce
same amount of power. Therefore generator size should be increased. However, as
the diameter of DFIG increases airgap also increase and magnetizing current
increases. Higher magnetizing current means lower efficiency. Besides, generators
with larger diameters have large number of poles hence leakage flux problems can
occur just as in the SCIG case. Stator part of the DFIG is directly coupled to the
grid, thus possible active and reactive power support can be realized via partial scale
converter of rotor. Back-to-back converter seen in Fig. 2-8 can be used with crowbar
in order limit the current and provide fault handling capacity [40] .
Variable speed operation and efficient converter with active/reactive power control
rather than WRIG, low price, easy off-the-shelf availability are the main advantages
of DFIG. Dependency on gearbox, complex power electronic and fractional scale
adjustable reactive power control, slip rings, high stator peak torques during fault
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conditions, weak LVRT capability than synchronous generators with full-scale
converters are the main disadvantages of this type of wind turbine generators.
Especially with the increasing importance of grid integration, it’s expected that
DFIGs will become less preferable [30], [41]. In Fig. 2-9, market share of different
wind turbine generator technologies for Europe can be seen. As it can be seen on
figure, market share of DFIG has a decreasing trend due to the aforementioned
disadvantages above.

Fig. 2-9. Market share of different wind turbine generators for Europe between 2006 and
2015 [42]

2.3.2. Synchronous Generators
a)

Electrically Excited Synchronous Generators (EESG)

Synchronous generators for wind turbines connected to grid via full scale back-toback power electronic converters. In wound rotor synchronous generators (WRSG),
additional partial scale converter is used for rotor DC excitation for required field
[40]. Therefore WRSGs are also called as electrically excited synchronous
generators (EESG). Rotor of synchronous generator can be excited permanent
magnets (PM) also, but this type of generator will be described in the next
subsection. One of the most prominent manufacturer of EESG is Enercon. In Fig. 210, one of the gearless Enercon wind turbine can be seen. EESG of this commercial
wind turbine has 4.2 MW of output power and rotor diameter of 127 meters. One of
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the main advantages of this concept is that EESG can be operated with variable
speed applications with suitable grid connected power electronic blocks.
Additionally, this machine type has cost advantage compared to the direct-drive PM
machine due to eliminated PM cost. Power converter losses and high cost of the full
scale converter are the main disadvantages of this power take off system. But, it can
provide wide control ability of wind turbine generator [43]. It can be either geared
or direct-driven. However, direct-driven concept is more popular due to elimination
of gearbox losses and increased efficiency. It is manufactured in large size and
number of poles, therefore EESG can be heavy and expensive solution. Schematic
diagram of EESG is given in Fig. 2-11 with gearbox depicted with dashed lines in
order to show it’s optional for EESG.

Fig. 2-10. Enercon E-126 EP4, 4.2 MW wind turbine during the installation [44]

Fig. 2-11. EESG-Electrically Excited Synchronous Generator grid connection [38]
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b)

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generators (PMSG)

In this generator type field excitation is realized via permanent magnets rather than
the DC excited field winding. Permanent magnet synchronous generators are
available in both direct-driven and multi-stage geared versions. In geared version,
gearbox compensate the space and volume disadvantage caused by direct drive
concept. Direct drive PMSGs are preferred because of their higher energy yield and
higher power-to-weight ratios than electrically excited generators. Therefore,
overall efficiency is increased in direct drive PMSGs due to its robust structure [45].
Due to its full scale converter, fault-ride-through capabilities and reactive power
support ability are important advantages of PMSG. Full-scale converter also allows
generator to operate at different frequencies [30]. However, high prices of
permanent magnets and fluctuations in these prices, as occurred in 2010 due to
China’s precautive actions [30], can be considered as a disadvantage of this concept.
Demagnetization risk of PMs is another disadvantage of PMSG. As a good
alternative for PM excited synchronous generator, popularity of EESG depends on
the PM prices. It can be said that reduction in magnet prices and disadvantages
discussed in EESG section cause EESG less preferable against permanent magnet
synchronous generators. Recently, capacity of PMSG wind turbines has increased
up to nearly 10 MW [8], [46]. Schematic of PMSG with multiple stage gearbox is
given in Fig. 2-12 below.

Fig. 2-12. Permanent magnet synchronous generator with gear-box and full scale power
electronic converter [36]

As mentioned before in direct drive section, gear box structure causes mechanical
loss and requires periodical maintenance. Once gearbox fails, wind turbine can’t
able to produce energy. Hence this results in downtime losses. Maintenance and
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repair losses makes wind turbine inefficient and expensive investment. Therefore,
the trend is using direct-driven or single stage gearbox with PMSGs [32], [45].
Single stage gearbox still have mechanical losses rather than gearless system.
However, it reduces the rotor diameter and total mass of the direct-driven version.
In direct-drive generators, with the low rotational speeds, diameters are increased in
order to obtain higher torque values, hence power levels stay same or goes up.
However, increase in diameter and total generator volumes are not feasible for
reliability, modularity and transportation. A Germany originated company named
Multibrid, designed and commissioned a PMSG with one stage gearbox, Multibrid
M5000. Main focus is to reduce the large size of multi MW large direct drive
PMSGs. However, this design has the disadvantage of gearbox but cheaper than
direct-drive generator. In Fig. 2-13, a picture of 5 MW Multibrid M5000 wind
turbine is given.

Fig. 2-13. Multibrid M5000 5MW wind turbine generator(Courtesy of Multibrid and
Areva) [47]

It can be concluded that direct-drive technology among PMSGs is gaining attention
in last decade due to increased efficiency and reliability issues especially for
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offshore wind turbines [48]–[50]. In Fig. 2-14, schematic of direct drive PMSG is
given.

Fig. 2-14. Schematic of direct-driven PMSG [36]

Permanent magnets in PMSGs are arranged in different configuration related to their
flux path. These are called as radial flux (RF), axial flux (AF) and transverse flux
(TF). In radial flux concept, route of the magnetic flux is perpendicular to the
direction of the rotor shaft. In axial flux concept, path of the magnetic flux is parallel
to the direction of the rotor shaft. Finally in transverse flux concept, path of the
magnetic flux is perpendicular to the rotation direction of the shaft. Additionally,
PM machines can be classified according to their mechanical structures such as slot
type and stator/rotor position [31].The sections of a PMSG parts can be classified as
active and inactive parts. Active part consists of electromagnetic elements in
machine such as PMs, iron core and copper. Inactive part consists of mechanical
parts such as steel, shaft and other mechanical frame structures.
In this thesis work, direct drive PMSG is chosen for the design because of its higher
energy yield, improved reliability, higher overall efficiency, relatively long
maintenance periods and better fault ride-through capability rather than the other
electrically excited and multistage geared generator counterparts. Reliability and
availability can be increased by developing modular and fault tolerant PMSG.
Modularity will be discussed and explained in the following subsections.
2.4.

Flux Orientations in PMSG Based Systems

As mentioned before, in PMSG based systems the main electromagnetic flux on
rotor side is provided by rare-earth permanent magnets. Therefore, the flux paths for
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these permanent magnets and active parts of the generator are important in terms of
evaluating magnetic equivalent circuit of the system. In this subsection, different
flux orientations and considerations of PM based synchronous generators will be
given. To do this, subsection is divided into three parts, namely radial flux, axial
flux and transverse flux sections.
2.4.1. Radial Flux (RFPM)
In the radial flux configuration, permanent magnets are arranged so that magnetic
flux passes the airgap in radial direction. Radial flux configuration is the most
common concept in permanent magnets based large direct drive synchronous
generators, due to their high torque density and simple structure [12]. If PMs are
mounted on the rotor surface, this type is called as surface mounted permanent
magnet machine. Otherwise PMs are placed in slots (buried) of rotor part, aiming to
concentrate the flux especially when low remanent flux density magnets are used
and still high airgap flux density is needed. RFPM generators can be sometimes
constructed with outer rotor inner stator configuration in order to utilize high number
of poles with increased cooling capability of outer rotor surface [43]. Iron cored and
air-cored are two core types used with inner rotor and outer rotor configuration,
respectively. Diameter of RFPM can be adjusted with longer axial length. A typical
radial flux surface mounted PM generator arrangement is given in Fig. 2-15. Buried
PM version of RFPM is given in Fig. 2-16. As seen on figures, flux crosses the
airgap in radial path in both configurations.

Fig. 2-15. RFPM with surface mounted permanent magnets [10]
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Fig. 2-16. RFPM with buried permanent magnets for flux concentration [10]

RFPM generator can be manufactured in small diameters due to adjustable axial
length as aforementioned above. However, long axial length is disadvantage for
nacelle and space of wind turbine generator. Additionally, thermal expansion of
rotor and stator parts may be problematic in determining air gap clearance [10].
Internal rotor type is the most used RFPM in industry applications. Complete view
of conventional inner rotor surface mounted PM type radial flux machine is given
in Fig. 2-17.

Fig. 2-17. Conventional internal rotor RFPM complete view [51]

2.4.2. Axial Flux (AFPM)
Starting from early 90s, AFPM has been extensively used as an alternative for radial
flux counterpart [52]–[55]. In axial flux permanent magnet generators (AFPM),
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magnetic flux crosses the air gap in the axial direction. The main advantage of
AFPM is that it has relatively short axial length. Therefore, higher torque per volume
ratios are achieved [12]. In multistage variations of this machine, outer diameter can
be limited without decreasing the torque density significantly. Ratio of inner
diameter to outer diameter should be chosen carefully in order to achieve higher
output power [56]. This property is preferred when working with limited nacelle
space. Adjustable planar air gap is another advantage over the radial flux machines
[57]. There are different types of stator/rotor configurations of AFPMs. AFPMs can
be classified as slotted and slotless machines, considering the stator winding
position. A table showing the various types of AFPM generators according to
different criterions is given in Fig. 2-18.
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Fig. 2-18. Classification of AFPM generators

The most basic structure of AFPM is the single stator single rotor structure as given
in Fig. 2-19. However, strong magnetic attraction force between stator and rotor
compelled designers to design the axial structure of the generator with multiple
stators/rotors and slotless variations in order to balance the magnetic attraction
forces mentioned above [56]. Attraction and thrust forces are equalized thanks to
balanced rotor discs and non-slotted stator. Non-slotted special type AFPM
generator, which is called TORUS is given in Fig. 2-20. Rotor of this type of
generator consist of two discs with PMs mounted on them and stator consisted of
iron core and wound coils. In some of the literature, this type of machine is referred
as single stator double rotor (SSDR) [55], [56]. Disadvantage of that version is stator
iron core losses.

Fig. 2-19. Single sided configuration of AFPM (single stator and single rotor) [55]

Due to its short axial length, AFPMs can be organized with multiple generators on
the same shaft axis in order to improve fault tolerance and reliability. AFPMs are
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relatively advantageous rather than RFPM when aspect ratio of the generator
(diameter/length) is high, ie. large diameter of disc-shaped generators are used [57].
Cogging torque is eliminated due to slotless structure of AFPM generator. In our
study slotless air-cored stator is used with axial flux permanent magnet arrangement.
Also in the proposed generator modular design is used. Therefore, parallel
generators can be added axially.

Fig. 2-20. Non slotted TORUS axial flux permanent magnet overview (left) and path of
generated flux by permanent magnets (right) [57]

There are two types of slotted TORUS concept: TORUS-NN and TORUS-NS. NN
and NS letters used for define magnet placements on rotor discs. Machine overviews
and flux paths of both concepts are given in Fig. 2-21 and Fig. 2-22. Main
differences between them are flux paths and stator core axial thickness. In our study,
main aim is to eliminate iron core because of its core losses and weight. In coreless
AFPMs iron losses and torque pulsations are less than other types of AFPMs.
General view of coreless TORUS type AFPM generator is given in Fig. 2-23.
Detailed schematics of proposed coreless, outer rotor AFPM and related flux
organizations will be given in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 2-21. NN-type slotted TORUS axial flux permanent magnet overview (left) and path
of generated flux by permanent magnets (right) [57]

As mentioned before in RFPM part, AFPM generator can also have different stator
and rotor configurations. In TORUS configuration, we mentioned about two rotor
discs which are positioned at the outer region of generator. However, axial flux inner
rotor (AFIR) type axial flux generators have two stator blocks at the outer region
and one rotor block at the inner region. In some of the literature, this type of machine
is referred as double stator single rotor (DSSR) [55], [56].AFIRs can have slotless
and slotted versions, just as in the TORUS configurations.

Fig. 2-22. NS-type slotted TORUS axial flux permanent magnet overview (left) and path
of generated flux by permanent magnets (right) [57]
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Fig. 2-23. NS-type coreless TORUS axial flux permanent magnet overview [56]

Stator configuration is similar to as it was in TORUS concept. But, in rotor part
magnets are not mounted on rotor disc. Instead, permanent magnets formed an
interior type structure. Overview and flux paths of slotless AFIR and slotted AFIR
are given in Fig.2-24 and Fig. 2-25, respectively.

Fig. 2-24. Slotless AFIR overview (left) and path of generated flux by permanent magnets
(right) [57]
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Fig. 2-25. Slotted AFIR overview (left) and path of generated flux by permanent magnets
(right) [57]

AFPMs generally used with multi-stage configurations in order to increase torque
and output power. In this configuration stages of generators stacked axially on the
same shaft with (m) stator discs and (m+1) rotor discs, where “m” represents the
number of axial stages. Multi-stage configurations of AFPMs can again be classified
as slotless and slotted structures. Properties of these structures are same as that of
single stage TORUS and single stage AFIR type slotless and slotted configurations.
An example of 2-stage AFPM generator with slotted stator configuration is given in
Fig. 2-26. Multi-stage AFPM configurations can be used in ship propulsion and high
speed generators. Similar to TORUS, multistage AFPM can be also constructed in
ironless fashion. Flux path of the coreless multistage AFPM generator is given in
Fig. 2-27. Detailed information about multistage slotted and slotless configurations
of multistage AFPMs can be found in literature [10], [31], [51], [56], [57].
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Fig. 2-26. Multistage AFPM generator [56]

Apart from the AFPM topologies discussed above, there are some other novel
topologies which uses field control techniques. Another novel topology is double
sided hybrid AFPM generators. These variations are not in the scope of this study
but they can be found in literature [55], [57]–[60].
To summarize, the advantages of AFPM are: shorter axial length, reduction in
cogging torque and torque quality problems, high torque per volume ratio, simplicity
in adjusting airgap due to axially stacked stage/stages. Besides, lower torque per
weight, large outer diameter as mentioned above, problematic core manufacturing
process and higher cost than conventional RFPM are the main disadvantages of
AFPM for suitable wind turbine generator [31].
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Fig. 2-27. Coreless multistage AFPM generator flux path [55]

In this thesis, coreless version of axial flux permanent magnet machine is studied
because of its advantages of axial length and high torque per volume. In this type of
machine, generator blocks are added axially to form the whole system. Magnets are
placed on the surfaces of C-shaped rotor cores, facing the air-gap stator windings.
Stator part consists of air cored concentrated windings. Detailed information about
proposed generator and flux patterns will be given in following chapters.
2.4.3. Transverse Flux (TFPM)
In transverse flux machines, the main route of magnetic flux is perpendicular to the
rotation of the rotor part. It’s suitable for direct drive wind turbine application,
considering its high torque density. Although high torque density provides efficient
utilization of active materials in TFPM, when air gap increases cost advantage of
this concept decreases due to reduced force density. Sample view of TFPM is given
in Fig. 2-28. Three dimensional flux path in this type of machine is given in Fig. 229. This kind of flux path becomes problematic during analysis and construction.
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Fig. 2-28. Transverse flux machine view [61]

The main advantages of this concept are higher torque per mass ratio, simple
winding construction among other PMSGs and available space for more windings
than RFPM and AFPM. However, manufacturing issues due to the complex
structure and low power factor eliminates TFPMs from the wind turbine generator
configurations [12], [56]. Design improvements must be done in order to use TFPMs
in wind turbine generators efficiently.

Fig. 2-29. Transverse flux machine three dimensional flux path [43]

2.5.

Importance of Modularity in WEC Systems and AFPM

Modular construction of electrical machines aims to get easier assemble and
disassemble operations during maintenance and repair conditions. This concept also
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allows each module to work individually thus better fault-tolerance. In our study,
modularity term has two meanings: axially stacked generators and C-shaped
modular cores. First one is related to length advantage of selected generator type.
By this modular structure technique, identical machines can be stacked in order to
increase torque and power output under limited outer diameter conditions. These
stacked generator sets can be grouped in parallel fashion, thus overall reliability of
the system increases. Additionally, these axially stacked generators gives faulttolerance to whole system. For instance, if one or more generators become defective
during operation, not all but healthy stacks will continue to operate until the fault is
cleared. Therefore, frequency of downtimes will reduce and efficiency of the wind
turbine will increase. The latter is related to modular structure of the machine. For
example, under fault conditions, defective cores can be changed and/or maintained
easily. As mentioned in earlier parts, modularity is related to reliability. In other
words, wind turbine generator system which constructed in modular fashion,
provides better efficiency. Reliability is related not only with modularity of machine
but properties of sub-module parts such as thermal issues about power electronics.
Nowadays with the increased importance of grid connection safety and stability,
efficiency and reliability become a critical properties of wind turbines. For instance,
in offshore wind turbines it’s very important to operate the system continuously and
to utilize the sub-module parts efficiently. Because, maintenance difficulty related
to location is a big disadvantage for offshore wind turbines.
Modularity is not only related to technical problems but also related to economic
issues. When large diameters and single bulky structure is considered, modular
solutions for permanent magnet direct drive generator topologies become
preferable. For example, using multistage generators at relatively low output power
ratings is a better solution than using a single huge generator in terms of production,
transportation and installation costs. Additionally, crane costs for installation and
maintenance will reduce due to low mass of single stack of generator. Another
important advantage of modularity is the downtime costs, which is the cost of
missing electricity generation income during the downtime of the turbine due to an
unexpected failure, can be reduced. As aforementioned in previous parts, a modular
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configuration of AFPM generator is proposed for wind turbine generator systems.
Modularity and reliability are the key parameters for our proposed generator.
2.6.

Conclusion

In this chapter, fundamental equations and issues of wind energy harvesting
technology are summarized. After this introduction part, the main challenges and
critical issues of wind turbine systems are given. According to literature [1]–[3],
generator technology gaining more attention than its past by reaching megawatts of
power capability per turbine. Therefore, its design is the main focus point of both
this study and current research activities on this area. In the following sections,
general overview of the most common wind turbine generator systems are given in
detail in order to find suitable generator for MW-level wind turbines. Gearboxes are
the main source of losses and faults in wind turbines. Induction generators and
especially the DFIG with gearbox is the most common generator type because of its
price and experience in both field and production. However, direct drive permanent
magnet synchronous generators (PMSG-DD) are found more reliable and feasible
solution in terms of efficiency, reliability and fault-ride-through capability. Thus,
direct drive PMSG is chosen for the proposed design in this study. Then, flux
orientations in PMSGs are discussed in this chapter and axial flux version is
preferred among other types of PMSG because of its higher torque over volume ratio
and axial length advantages. In this study, axially stacked modular generator with
direct drive concept is preferred because of this reliability view. Additionally, using
axially stacked generators in AFPM generator configuration can increase the total
output power and torque under limited outer diameter conditions. Advantages and
disadvantages of every concept and generator types are given in related sub-sections.
After detailed review of generator types and flux orientations in PMSGs, modularity
concept is discussed. It’s concluded that utilizing the generator in a modular fashion
will increase the efficiency and reliability. There are also economic aspects of using
modular technologies in wind turbine design. Installation costs, crane costs for
maintenance and installation, transportation costs and downtime costs can be
reduced with modular design concept. Detailed design calculations of proposed
direct-drive modular AFPM synchronous generator will be given in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED AXIAL FLUX GENERATOR

In the previous chapters, background information about wind energy conversion
systems and detailed overview of the most used generator types are presented. Then,
challenges of modern wind turbine systems and fundamental equations are
discussed. Direct drive axial flux permanent magnet generator is chosen for the
design in this thesis study because of its lower mechanical losses due to eliminated
gearbox, high torque per volume and axial length advantages [12], [45]. In this
chapter, electrical and mechanical design parameters of axial flux permanent magnet
generators will be described. In order to do this, analytical design equations of the
proposed generator are presented in the following subsections. Finally, a result
comparison of electromagnetic FEA and analytical calculation for a sample 50 kW
generator will be presented to confirm the accuracy of the FEA simulations.
Analytic design equations described in this chapter are coded in MATLAB and then
used in genetic algorithm optimization, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.1.

Mechanical and Electrical Parameters

In this section, main electrical and mechanical parameter calculations of the
proposed AFPM generator will be presented. In order to achieve an integrated
understanding, dimensions and related drawings of the generator will be shown first.
Then, magnetic circuit parameters including the airgap flux density and induced emf
of the design will be explained. Finally, structural and thermal design notes will be
presented. In addition, calculation of the losses will be stated at the end of this
section.
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3.1.1. Dimensions of the Proposed AFPM Generator
In axial flux permanent magnet synchronous generator, inner air-cored stator and
outer rotor surface mounted permanent magnets will be used. General overview of
the proposed generator is given in Fig. 3-1. In this figure, six axially stacked
generator blocks are presented. However, this figure includes only 4 poles section
of the proposed system, for the sake of simplicity.
There is a (4/3) ratio between the coil pitch and the pole pitch in order to achieve
maximum flux linkage. Since flux linked by the coil is related to induced voltage
[31], [62], choosing optimum value of the pitch ratio has a high importance in
electrical machine design. Induced voltage variation of a coil according to different
coil pitch/pole pitch ratios, is shown in Fig.3-2. As it can be seen from this figure,
4/3 ratio has the highest induced voltage rating. This type of configuration is also
used for modularity in our design.

Fig. 3-1. 4-pole section of the proposed axial flux PM generator

Main dimensions of the proposed AFPM generator are presented with their
descriptions in Table 3-1, Table 3-2 and Table 3-3. These dimensions are shown on
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the machine drawing from different view angles in Fig.3-3, Fig.3-4 and Fig.3-5,
respectively.

Fig. 3-2. Induced voltage variation with respect to different

 c / p

ratios

In Fig.3-3, dimensions for the side view of the proposed AFPM are shown. These
parameter definitions are presented in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1. Dimensions of the proposed AFPM generator at side view

Dimension

Description

g

Airgap clearance

cw2 sw

Coil to steel-web clearance

lcl

Magnet to steel-web clearance

hw

Height of the winding

hm

Height of the magnet

lmm

Magnet-to-magnet distance

lss

Steel-to-steel distance

lc

Steel web thickness

lm

Length of the magnet

tw

Thickness of winding

c

Coil pitch

 pitch

Coil thickness/coil pitch ratio
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Fig 3-3. C-shaped core from side view with defined dimensions in Table 3-1

Width(thickness) of the winding value tw is calculated by the help of the coil pitch
ratio  pitch as follows,

t w   pitch c

(3-1)

cw 2 sw is the distance between coil and steel web. This value is used in the

optimization algorithm as a constant. However, selection of proper distance is
important for design considerations. Value of the coil thickness/pitch ratio  pitch is
determined by using optimization. In Fig.3-4, dimensions for the counter view of
the one pole of the proposed generator are shown. These parameter definitions are
presented in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. Dimensions of the proposed AFPM generator pole at counter view

Dimension

Description

p

Pole pitch

ro

Outer radius

ri

Inner radius

rmean

Mean radius

rweb

Web radius

wm

Width of the magnet

Np

Number of poles

 web

Web pole pitch

Fig. 3-4. Counter view of one pole of the generator core limb [63]

Pole pitch  p distance can be calculated as follows [64],

p 

2 rmean
Np
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(3-2)

Mean radius rmean and magnet length lm are determined by the optimization in our
study. Outer radius ro and inner radius ri lengths are calculated by using magnet
length and generator mean radius values as follows,

ro  rmean 

lm
2

(3-3)

ri  rmean 

lm
2

(3-4)

In this study, groove distance is taken as zero and it is assumed that magnets are
smoothly surface mounted on the C-cores without any gap. Circumferential distance
between the two successive C-cores, namely spacer gap is also assumed as zero.
Web pole pitch  web is calculated as follows,

 web  2

rweb
Np

(3-5)

Magnet width distance (magnet pitch) wm can be calculated by using magnet pitchto-pole pitch ratio  i as follows,

wm  i p

(3-6)

Magnet pitch-to-pole pitch ratio  i is also referred as pole shoe arc-to-pole pitch
ratio in [65] and can be described for our design as follows,

i 

wm
p

(3-7)

Lower values of this variable leads to lower utilization of permanent magnets, hence
higher values are preferred. However, much higher values of  i result in increased
leakage flux between permanent magnets thus decreasing the airgap flux density and
machine electromagnetic performance [64], [66]. Therefore, value of this ratio is
determined by using optimization. Leakage flux phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 35 in order to show the effect of higher  i . Stator outer diameter is important during
the design because it should be limited for specific application and determines the
main properties of a generator together with the parameter of axial length. Stator
outer diameter is calculated as follows,
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d out  2(ro  2tw )

(3-8)

Fig. 3-5. Effect of higher  i in terms of leakage flux from the top view of the generator.
a) shows lower ratios of  i with lower leakage flux. b) Ratio of  i is increased thus
leakage flux increases and lowering the effective airgap flux density

In Fig.3-6, dimensions for the C-core coil of the proposed generator are shown at
counter view. These parameter definitions are presented in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3. Dimension of the proposed AFPM generator coil at counter view

Dimension

Description

i

Inner length ratio

o

Outer length ratio
Length ratio difference which

 dif

corresponds to thickness of the
winding

Fig. 3-6. C-core coil with inner and outer length ratios at counter view [63]

Length ratios  o and  i shown in the Fig. 3-6 above, are calculated as follows,

o 

c
2 rmean

 dif 

tw
rmean

i  o  dif

(3-9)
(3-10)
(3-11)

where  dif is the difference between two ratios. These length ratios are utilized to
define the coil segments in radian and used in the flux linkage calculation. These
calculations will be presented in the following subsections.
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3.1.2. Electromagnetic Design
In this subsection, electromagnetic design stages of the proposed AFPM generator
will be described. In order to do this, first magnetic reluctance network of the
machine will be presented. Then induced emf and related flux density calculations
will be summarized.



Magnetic Circuit

In order to find essential fluxes and flux densities of the proposed generator, flux
paths and reluctance network should be defined first [67]. It’s assumed that leakage
fluxes are exist in the generator in order to calculate the parameters and analyze the
generator more accurately. Therefore, flux paths and equations will be defined
accordingly. Reluctances and flux paths are shown in side and top view of the ccores in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-9, respectively.

Fig. 3-7. Side view of the C-core for reluctances and flux paths [68]
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Airgap reluctance Sag of the machine is calculated as follows[67],
Sag 

(h w  2 g)
( 0 l m w m )

(3-12)

where  0 is the permeability of air. Steel reluctance S st can be evaluated as two
parts, namely Part A and Part E, depicted in Fig. 3-7. These specific reluctances and
resulting total steel reluctance are calculated as follows [67],

S st , A 

0.5lm  lcl  0.5lc
0 st 0.5 t o ( p   web )

(3-13)

2(h m  g )  hw  to
0 st lc  web

(3-14)

S st ,E 

Sst  2Sst , A  Sst ,E

(3-15)

where t o and  st are thickness of outer limb and relative permeability of steel,
respectively. Outer ( t o ) and inner ( t i ) limb thickness values are determined
according to optimization process, which will be described in the next chapter.
Reluctance of spacer is calculated as follows,

S sp 

p
0 st t olm

(3-16)

Defined spacer reluctance above corresponds to inter-module steel part of core [67].
Reluctance value of the inter-module gap is omitted because gap distance is assumed
as zero, as mentioned before. PM reluctance consists of two parts: magnet’s self
reluctance and reluctance of the steel region. These two parts are shown in Fig. 3-8.
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Fig. 3-8. Permanent magnet reluctance components

PM reluctance SPM is calculated as follows [67],
S PM 

hm
0.5 t o

0 r w m lm 0 st w mlm

(3-17)

where  r is the permeability value of the PM material. Leakage fluxes in this study
are assumed for magnet-magnet leakage direction. Top view of the C-cores showing
the fluxes and flux paths including the mentioned leakage reluctances, is given in
Fig. 3-9.

Fig. 3-9. Top view of the C-cores for reluctances and flux paths included leakage effect
[67]
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As it can be seen on Fig. 3-8 and Fig. 3-9, permanent magnets are the main MMF
source for the magnetic equivalent circuit. This MMF value provided by the
permanent magnets, can be calculated as follows [67],
F

Br h m

0  r

(3-18)

where Br is the remanent flux density value of the PM. Remanent flux density value
is taken as 1.4 T for the selected grade N50 rare-earth magnet [69]. Leakage path
reluctance S1 has two components. These components are shown in Fig. 3-10.
According to this figure, leakage reluctance component S1,2 corresponds to gap
regions facing the magnets in axial direction while reluctance component S1,1
corresponds to gap region between magnets in circumferential direction. It is
assumed that flux generated by the magnets entering and leaving the magnets in
axial direction. Therefore, leakage flux calculations on the side faces of magnets are
unnecessary.

Fig. 3-10. Leakage reluctance network

These reluctance components and resulting reluctance S1 are calculated as follows,
S1  S1,1  S1,2
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(3-19)

S1,1 

 p  wm
0lm (0.5h w  g)

(3-20)

S1,2 

wm
0lm (0.5h w  g)

(3-21)

In order to define fluxes and flux densities, magnetic circuit should be analysed in
terms of reluctance network. Node equations at point A in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-9 can
be written as follows,
PM  2sp  st

(3-22)

ag  PM  21

(3-23)

2F  2PM SPM  sp Ssp  1 S1

(3-24)

Equation at node B in Fig. 3-9,

For the loop C in Fig. 3-9,

For the loop D in Fig. 3-9,
0  2ag Sag  21S1

1 

ag Sag

(3-25)

S1

For the loop E in Fig. 3-7,
2F  ag Sag  2PM SPM  st Sst

(3-26)

from Eq. (3-23) and Eq. (3-25) ,

ag  PM  2


ag Sag
S1

PM  ag 1  2


Sag 

S1 

(3-27)

(3-28)

From Eq. (3-22) ,
st  PM  2sp



st  ag 1  2


Sag 
  2sp
S1 

(3-29)
(3-30)

From Eq. (3-24) ,

S

2 F  2ag 1  2 ag
S1



 S PM  sp Ssp  ag Sag
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(3-31)

From Eq. (3-26) ,
 

S 
S 

2 F  ag Sag  2ag 1  2 ag  S PM   ag 1  2 ag   2sp  S st
S1 
S1 

 


(3-32)

where, sp ,  st ,  PM and ag are spacer flux, steel flux, permanent magnet flux and
airgap flux, respectively. Left and right hand sides of the Eq. (3-31) and Eq. (3-32)
can be defined as MMF matrix, reluctance matrix and flux matrix. Reluctance matrix
according to combined form of loop equations given in Eq. (3-31) and Eq. (3-32)
can be expressed as follows,

S 

2 1  2 ag  S PM  Sag

S1 

R  
S 
S


 2 1  2 ag  S PM  Sag  1  2 ag
S1 
S1
 



 S st



Ssp 


2 S st 
 2 x 2

(3-33)

Flux and MMF matrixes are defined according to combined form of reluctance
matrix given in Eq. (3-33) as follows,

ag 
2F 
 2 F   R  
 
 sp 

(3-34)

To obtain the required flux values, inverse of the reluctance matrix should be
multiplied with the MMF matrix. Therefore, resulting flux values are calculated as
follows,

ag 
1  2 F 
   R  
2F 
 sp 

(3-35)

Steel flux  st is calculated according to Eq. (3-30). Airgap and spacer flux densities
are calculated based on above flux equations as follows [67],
For air-gap flux density,

Bag 

ag
lm w m

(3-36)

Bsp 

sp
lm t o

(3-37)

For spacer flux density,
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For steel flux density,
Bst 



st
lc web

(3-38)

Electrical Parameters

Since the proposed machine is a synchronous generator, electrical frequency of the
machine is defined as follows [70],

f 

n Np
120

(3-39)

where n is the rotational speed in rpm. Mechanical speed w mech (rad/s) is calculated
as follows,

w mech 

2 n
60

(3-40)

Airgap linear speed v (m/s) can be calculated as follows,
v  rmean w mech

(3-41)

In analytical design calculations, it is assumed that flux density in the airgap has a
square waveform nature. Therefore, calculated analytical airgap flux density Bag in
previous sections, is the flat-top value of mentioned square wave. However, in
reality this flux density waveforms are sinusoidal rather than square wave due to
magnet shapes and leakage fluxes. Thus, peak value of the fundamental frequency
component of the square waveform is utilized in calculations of flux linkage and
induced emf [62]. In the following sections, peak values of the fundamental
component of airgap flux density in analytical calculation and finite element
analysis results will be compared. In Fig. 3-11, mentioned square waveform of
analytical calculation and sinusoidal fundamental component of airgap flux density
are shown. As it can be seen from this figure, width of the square wave is related to
magnet pitch-to-pole pitch ratio  i .
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Fig. 3-11. Calculated airgap flux density square waveform (grey) and its sinusoidal
fundamental frequency component (blue)

Peak value of the fundamental harmonic value of the air-gap flux density Bag is given
as follows [62],

B ag ,1 

4

Bag sin(i )

2

(3-42)

Peak flux linkage is calculated for the proposed generator as follows [63], [71],

 pk 

kleak B̂ag ,1 (ro 2  ri 2 )(cos(N p
( o  i )(

i
2

Np
2

)

)  cos(N p

o
2

))
(3-43)

2

Leakage coefficient kleak is selected as constant of 0.95. This value is determined
according to comparison of induced emf results between analytical calculations and
FEA. Induced emf e in one turn of coil is calculated according to Faraday’s Law by
using linked peak flux as follows [63], [71],

e

v pk

p
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(3-44)

Approximate per-phase equivalent circuit and phasor representation of synchronous
machine are given Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13, respectively. Output rms phase voltage
(terminal voltage) of a typical synchronous machine is calculated as follows [70],
Vph  E ph  jI ph X s

(3-45)

where, E ph is the induced emf rms value, X s is the per phase synchronous
reactance under steady state temperature and I ph is the rms phase current.

Fig. 3-12. Equivalent circuit of the synchronous machine where Ea is the induced emf, Ia
is the phase current, Xs is the synchronous reactance and Vt is the phase terminal voltage
[70]

Fig. 3-13. Phasor diagram of synchronous machine with load angle (δ) and power factor
angle (Φ)
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E ph can be calculated as follows,
E ph 

eNt N s

(3-46)

2

where Ns is the number of coils in series. Phase voltage rms value according phasor
diagram given in Fig. 3-13, is calculated as follows,

Vph  E ph cos( )  I ph (R phase _ thcos( )  X ph sin( ))
where R phase _ th and

(3-47)

X ph are phase resistance (which is relatively small than

reactance) and phase reactance, respectively. Power factor is assumed as unity in
our design. Therefore, power factor angle  is equal to zero. Because, a vector
controlled power electronic stage is considered for the converter part. However,
power electronic converter design is out of the scope of this thesis. Load angle  is
calculated at every rotation speed in the design optimization code according to
trigonometric equation given below,
 I ph (R phase _ th sin( )  X ph cos( )) 


E ph



  sin 1 

(3-48)

Effective window area of the conductors Aeff is related with the conductor
dimensions and fill factor of the design. This area value is utilized in current and
resistance calculations. In Fig. 3-14, schematic representation the of the conductors
in cross-sectional window of the winding is given. Effective window area can be
expressed as follows,

Aeff  hw t w k fill

(3-49)

where kfill is the fill factor for the winding coils. Fill factor can be taken as constant
between 0.6 and 0.7 during optimization process due to concentrated air cored
windings in our design.
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Fig. 3-14. Positions of the conductors in the winding from top view. Shaded regions
represent the effective window area

Current in one coil branch I coil value can be expressed as follows,

I coil  J A conductor

(3-50)

where J is the current density in A/mm2 and A conductor is the cross-sectional area of
a conductor. Current density value can be selected before the design process as a
constant. However, this value is optimized in our design according to operating
conditions. More detailed information about this process can be found in the next
chapter. Rms value of the total current per phase ( I ph ) can be calculated as follows,

I ph  I coil Nbranch

(3-51)

Mean turn length for a coil lt is calculated as given in Eq. (3-52).

lt  lcoil _ end  2lcoil _ middle  lcoil _ structure  2tw

(3-52)

where lcoil _ end , lcoil _ middle and lcoil _ structure are lengths defined for end part, middle part
and structural part of the coil, respectively. These lengths are calculated as follows,
lcoil _ end 

(rmean  0.5(lm  tw ))2
Nc
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(3-53)

lcoil _ middle  lm  tw
lcoil _ structure 

(3-54)

(rmean  0.5(lm  tw ))2
Nc

(3-55)

Resistance of one coil is calculated as follows,

Rcoil 

copper lt Nt
Aconductor

(3-56)

where copper is resistivity coefficient of copper conductor. Resistance per phase
value is based on resistance per coil branch and calculated as follows,
Rphase 

Rcoil N s
Nbranch

(3-57)

Resistance value given in Eq. (3-57) was calculated without thermal effects.
Resistance value including thermal effects can be calculated as follows.

Rphase _ th  Rphase (1  cu T )

(3-58)

where  cu is the temperature coefficient of copper and T is the temperature
difference between ambient and expected operating temperature. Angular frequency
and inductance of a coil are calculated as follows,

  2 f
Lcoil 

(3-59)

ind
I coil

(3-60)

where ind is the flux linked by coil. Inductance value of the coil can be calculated
as follows [70], [71],
Lcoil  (2

0 N t 2
lss

((0.5(ro 2  ri 2 ) tan(o ))  (t wlm )))  (2

Phase reactance X ph value is calculated as follows,
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0 N t 2 t w l m
lss

3

)

(3-61)

X ph   Lcoil (

Ns
Nbranch

)

(3-62)

Phase impedance Zph can be calculated using phase resistance and reactance values
as follows,

Z ph  Rphase _ th 2  X ph 2

(3-63)

3.1.3. Structural Deflection
Structural deflection is related to mechanical stability. Since proposed design has
air-cored stator, there will be no attraction force between stator and rotor [68].
However, C cores try to close the airgap against each other and result in deflection
in the air gap clearance. Main reason of this deflection is strong magnetic attraction
forces between magnets in the air gap clearance. Ratio of this deflection with respect
to airgap clearance is significant parameter in terms of structural modelling of the
generator [72]. This type of deflection is shown in Fig. 3-15. In literature, air gap
deflection is generally allowed between 10-20% [72]–[74]. It is desired to keep this
ratio below reasonable ratio of 10% in our design.
To model the structural deflection at 2D, beam model is employed [75]. Normally
C cores are exist on the web module. Therefore, length of the beam lbeam is limited
as sum of the magnet length lm and magnet to steel web clearance lcl . Right hand
side of the beam is modelled as stationary wall to show the steel web part. Beam
model is given in Fig. 3-16. Normal stress q due to airgap flux density is calculated
with Maxwell stress tensor as follows [63],
q

Bag2
2 0
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(3-64)

Fig. 3-15. C-core deflection due to attraction forces, deflected cores are shown with red
dashed lines

a
w
(a)
l

w
(b)

(c)

a
w

Fig. 3-16. a) Beam model for the C core deflection. b) Model for uniformly distributed
load ( wudl ) is applied at a=0 c) Model for uniformly distributed load ( wudl ) is applied at
limited a units along the beam [72]

Uniformly distributed load wudl is calculated as follows,
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wudl  q p

(3-65)

Total deflection y is calculated by summing the two sub-models as shown in Fig. 316. First sub-model demonstrates the deflection y1 when a=0 and the second one
demonstrates the deflection y2 when a= lm . As mentioned before, beam length is
calculated as follows,

lbeam  lm  lcl

(3-66)

Two beam deflections (y1 and y2) and resulting total deflection y are calculated as
follows [76],

y1 

wudl (lbeam  a1 )3 (3lbeam  a1 )
24EI

for a1  0

(3-67)

y2 

wudl (lbeam  a 2 )3 (3lbeam  a 2 )
24EI

for a 2  lm

(3-68)

y  y1  y2

(3-69)

where E and I are the Young’s Modulus of steel and the second moment of inertia
of steel cross-section, respectively. Young’s Modulus is taken as constant as
200x109 Pa for structural steel. Second moment of inertia is calculated as follows,

I

 p t 3o
12

(3-70)

3.1.4. Thermal Considerations
Main heat resources in the proposed generator are copper losses of the windings and
eddy losses. However, eddy losses are relatively very low with respect to copper
losses because of low speed and low electrical frequency operation [63]. Therefore,
current density control is the main focus of this design. When insulation class of
windings (F class-155oC [77]) and operational thermal limits of permanent magnets
(N50-type magnet-80oC [78]) are taken into account, forced cooling methods are
more reasonable rather than natural cooling methods for such a MW-level generator.
Cooling of the machine is chosen as forced air cooling in order to improve electrical
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loading performance. Additionally, forced air cooing improves the magnet thermal
performance and prevents them from demagnetization at extreme conditions such
as short circuit faults [79]. In this study, thermal network of the machine is
neglected. However, this disadvantage is compensated by forcing the optimization
algorithm to converge for higher efficiency ratings. Therefore, we can determine a
reference current density (A/mm2) value at 100o C operating temperature according
to chosen cooling technique. Then, calculation of the temperature rise for windings
T can be found by using a rational relationship between “I2R” losses and current

density given as follows,

T 

(100  Tambient ) 2
J
2
J ref

where reference current density J ref

(3-71)

is selected as 7A/mm2 [51], [80],

[81].Resulting operating temperature can be found by summing the temperature rise
value given above and ambient temperature Tambient , which can be assumed as 20o
C. In the optimization process, operating temperature value is calculated at every
different operating speed with respect to related current density values. Other
constants and reference values will be explained in the next chapter.
3.1.5. Volume and Mass Equations
Total mass of the generator consists of two main categories: active mass and
structural mass. Active mass includes the materials which affect the electromagnetic
performance of the machine directly while structural mass components generally
provided mechanical stability to generator via non-magnetic materials. However, as
the machine diameters and power ratings increase, structural mass contribution in
total mass become dominant [67], [82], [83]. Since large diameter direct-driven
generator concept is chosen in our design, similar structural mass dominance exists.
Main duty of the structural mass parts of the machine can be summarized as
transmission of the torque between shaft and air gap and maintain air gap by
providing structural support against magnetic forces [72], [82]–[85]. Total mass
contribution to proposed generator is included in designed system by cost
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optimization. Mass components of the proposed AFPM generator can be listed as
follows,
 Active mass: Steel mass, Copper mass, Permanent magnet mass.
 Structural mass: Shaft, Stator cylinder structure, Rotor torque structure, Steel
band, Epoxy.
a) Active Mass Calculation
Total steel mass msteel consists of three main parts: outer limb mass, inner limb mass
and web mass. These mass values are calculated as follows,

msteel  mout _ limb nout _ limb  min_ limb nin_ limb  mweb nweb

(3-72)

Total magnet mass mPM is calculated as follows,

mPM   d PM h m (ro 2  ri 2 )i n PM

(3-73)

Total copper mass is calculated as follows,

mcopper  hw t wlt k fill dcopper Nc n stack

(3-74)

In order to include number of parallel machines into calculation, number of layers
of each component should be multiplied with related single layer mass of component
as given in Eq. (3-72). A sample view of 3-stage (number of parallel machine is
three) axially stacked generator is given in Fig. 3-17. As it can be seen on this figure,
number of outer limbs is always two (2), regardless of the stack number of
generators. Number of inner limb is always one less than that of the stack number (
n stack -1). Number of PMs n PM is always double that of the stack number (2 n stack ).

Number of steel web is same as number of stacks ( n stack ). In addition, thickness of
the outer limbs are always more than that of the inner limbs due to the single-sided
magnetic forces. These unbalanced forces are shown in Fig. 3-18.
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Outer Limb

Inner Limb

Web

Supporting
Disc

Fig. 3-17. Proposed axial flux PM generator side view with three axial stacks [63]

Fig. 3-18. Balanced and unbalanced forces of c-core limbs, left: inner limb case,
right: outer limb case

b) Structural Mass Calculation
Total structural mass of the generator can be defined as the sum of the shaft mass,
stator torque structure mass, rotor torque structure mass, steel band mass and epoxy
resin mass [12], [63].
Shaft can be modelled as a hollow cylinder. Therefore total shaft mass can be
calculated as follows,
2
2
mshaft   (rcyl
,o  rcyl ,i ) l shaft d steel
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(3-75)

where rcyl , o , rcyl ,i and l shaft are shaft outer radius, shaft inner radius and shaft length,
respectively. Shaft radius values can be selected as a ratio of outer radius of machine
[67]. However, these values are used as constant in the design process since mean
radius hence outer radius is allowed to change in a limited range in the optimization
stage. For the convenience, shaft length is selected as the 5/4 times that of the
machine total axial length. Total stator mass mstator consist of a stator cylinder mass

mcylinder and two times of the stator torque arm structure mass mstat _ torque . Formula
of this mass is given as follows,

mstator  mcylinder  2mstat _ torque

(3-76)

Stator cylinder provides stiff supportive mechanism to the stator windings and mass
of this structure mcylinder can be calculated as follows [63],

mcylinder   d steel l shaft ((ro  tw ) 2  ro2 )

(3-77)

Stator torque structure holds the stator cylinder mechanism stable and consists of
torque arms [67]. These arms are formed of rectangle steel hollow bars as can be
seen on Fig. 3-19. Top view of steel hollow bars with dimensions are also shown in
same figure. Stator torque arm structure mass is calculated as follows,

mstat _ torque  nbar ,stat (bd bi di )lbar ,stat d steel

d

(3-78)

di
bi
b

Fig. 3-19. Torque arm structure with 6 arms and Top view of steel hollow bar dimensions
[63]
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where nbar , stat and lbar , stat are the number of stator torque arms in a single structure
and length of stator torque arms, respectively. Length of a torque arm is generally
half of the stator outer diameter. b, d, bi, and di are the cross-sectional distances of
steel hollow bars. Dimensions used in the calculations of these values should be
suitable in terms of hollow bar view. In [67], author arbitrarily selected hollow
torque arm dimension for radial-flux variant, considering arm deflection cases.
Torque arm dimensions can be expressed in a similar approach as follows,

d  0.075lbar ,stat

(3-79)

b  0.025lbar ,stat

(3-80)

di  d  0.02lbar ,stat

(3-81)

bi  0.005lbar ,stat

(3-82)

In this thesis, arm deflections are not included in calculations. Because primary aim
of the structural components is to maintain air gap clearance stable. For this purpose,
core limb deflections are already calculated and kept under limited ranges with
optimization. Duty of rotor torque arms is to maintain stability to C-shaped cores of
rotor. Total mass of rotor torque arms ( mrot_ torque ) is calculated in a very similar way
that of stator torque arm calculation:

mrot_ torque  2nbar ,rot (brot drot  bi ,rot di , rot )lbar ,rot dsteel

(3-83)

where nbar ,rot and lbar ,rot are number of rotor torque arms and length of the rotor
torque arm, respectively. Calculations and definitions for steel hollow torque arms
for rotor are same as stator torque arm calculations. Therefore, Fig. 3-19 is valid for
rotor torque arm structure. Length of rotor torque arm bar is equal to web radius rweb
. It can be optional to use supporting steel discs instead of rotor torque arms as shown
in Fig. 3-17. However, torque arm is selected for rotor support in our design due to
its simple design equations. In our proposed design, 8 rotor bars and 6 stator bars
are used [67]. Function of the steel band is to give mechanical support to coils and
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fix them to the stator structure. A sample steel band used in proposed generator is
given in Fig. 3-20. Total steel band mass is calculated as follows,

mband  nstack 2 (r0  0.5tw ) h band wband d steel

(3-84)

where h band and wband are the height and width of the steel band, respectively. These
sizing values of the steel band can be determined as constant during optimization.

Fig. 3-20. Steel band [63]

Epoxy resin is used to fill the free space around coils and to give mechanical support
and insulation for winding [34]. Its total mass mepoxy in our proposed design is
calculated as follows,

mepoxy  Nc depoxy h w (lt t w (1  k fill )   former lm )

(3-85)

where depoxy and  former are the mass density of epoxy resin and pitch of the coil
former. Main duty of the coil former is the give mechanical support to the coils from
inner side [34]. Representation of sample trapezoidal winding with distances
including the pitch of the coil former is given in Fig. 3- 21. A commercial coil former
which has open slots structure, is given in [86]. Mean pitch of the coil former  former
can be calculated as follows,

 former   c  2tw
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(3-86)

Fig. 3-21. Trapezoidal winding distances

3.1.6. Losses
Total energy loss in the generator is sum of the core losses and the copper losses.

Ploss  Pcopper  Pcore

(3-87)

Copper losses Pcopper are calculated as follows,

Pcopper  3I ph 2 R phase _ th

(3-88)

Core losses Pcore consists of eddy losses both on coils and magnet surface. These
losses are calculated as given below [70], [87], [88],

Pcore  Peddy / coil Nc  Peddy / magnet
Peddy / coil 

2lm Nt (t copper / 2)3 Bag 2  2 (h copper )

(3-89)

(3copper (1   cu T ))

(3-90)

Peddy / magnet  keddy lm w m h m N p 2

(3-91)
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where Peddy / coil , Peddy / magnet are coil and magnet components of eddy current losses,
respectively. t copper and h copper are thickness and height of the copper conductor,
respectively. Bag is the airgap flux density, keddy is the eddy loss coefficient used in
calculating magnet eddy loss, Nc is the number of coils. Eddy loss coefficient is
taken as constant of 18 kW/m3 for rated speed (12 rpm) from FEA eddy loss
simulations and it will be changed during the optimization according to operating
frequency of generator. Number of coils can be calculated as follows,

3
Nc  ( ) N p
4

(3-92)

Number of coils per phase (Nc,ph) is calculated by dividing Nc value by 3. Height and
thickness of the coil can be expressed as follows,

hcoil 

tcoil 

hw  2 t epoxy
nturn / strand

tw  2 t epoxy
nturn / strand

(3-93)

(3-94)

where t epoxy and nturn / strand are thickness of epoxy and number of turns per strand,
respectively. Epoxy thickness value can be taken as constant (1 mm) during the
design process. Number of turns per strand value is calculated as follows,
nturn / strand 

where

Nt
nstrand

(3-95)

nstrand is the number of strand and taken as 1 in our design. Coil area

including the insulation part is calculated as follows,

Acoil 

(t w  2 t epoxy )(h w  2 t epoxy )
Nt
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(3-96)

3.2. Electromagnetic FEA vs Analytical Evaluation for Sample Dimensions
In electrical machine design, airgap magnetic flux density is a key parameter to
estimate. Because the airgap magnetic flux density affects the induced emf on stator
windings via airgap flux calculations. Besides, airgap flux affects the core magnetic
saturation characteristics. Hence core dimensions should be determined properly for
normal flux distributions among the machine structure. Due to the reasons
aforementioned above, it’s important to calculate the airgap flux density parameter
correctly before machine production. Finite element modelling and analysis
techniques are preferred especially when the machine geometry is hard to model and
calculate analytically. In this subsection, some of the machine analytic equations
described earlier in this chapter and the finite element modelling results will be
compared in order to confirm the design equations and techniques used in this thesis.
Finite element modelling results are obtained from ANSYS Maxwell® 3D FEA
analysis software.
To verify the design equations and techniques used in this study, airgap flux density
and induced emf per phase values are chosen for the comparison. For this purpose,
a 50 kW/60 rpm sample generator design is considered and evaluated in the
optimization problem. Detailed information about optimization parameters and
optimization process will be given in the next chapter. However, essential design
parameters of the 50kW sample generator, which are achieved by the genetic
algorithm optimization, are given in the Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4. Optimized design parameters of the sample 50 kW generator
Parameter

Value

Rotational speed ( n )

60 rpm

Mean radius ( rmean )

0.7 m

Phase current (𝐼𝑝ℎ,𝑟𝑚𝑠 )

5.3 A

Airgap clearance (g)

2 mm

Voltage per phase (𝑉𝑝ℎ,𝑟𝑚𝑠 )

977 V

Induced emf per phase rms (Eph,rms)

1058 V

Induced emf per phase peak (𝐸𝑝ℎ,𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 )

1496 V

Number of turns (Nt)

146

Number of poles (Np)

96

Output power ( Po -per stack)

15,396 W

Phase resistance ( R phase _ th )

14.92 Ω

Current density (J)

4 A/mm2

Steel web clearance (lc)

16 mm

Fundamental airgap flux density peak value
0.67 T
( B ag ,1 )
Airgap Flux Density (flat-top)

0.57 T

Height of the winding ( hw )

13 mm

Winding thickness/Coil pitch ratio
(  pitch )

0.369

Fill factor (kfill)

0.65

Height of the magnet (hm)

10 mm

Length of the magnet (lm)

87 mm

Magnet pitch-to-pole pitch ratio (∝𝑖 )

0.76

Number of parallel branches ( N branch )

1

Number of parallel machines ( n stack )

3

Efficiency (  )

92.38 %

Total mass (active + structural)

1024 kg
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The peak value of the fundamental harmonic of the airgap flux density B ag ,1 is
calculated according to Eq. (3-42). As it can be seen on the Table (3-4), this value
is calculated as 0.67 T in our optimization process by using genetic algorithms. In
the finite element analysis side, this peak flux density value is found as 0.65 T. For
simplicity of the analysis 4 pole symmetric model is used in the analysis. Airgap
flux density vector variation is recorded along the line which is shown in Fig. 3-22.
This sinusoidal variation is shown in Fig. 3-23. Also in this figure, analytically
calculated airgap flux densities are shown. As can be seen from the figures, the peak
value of the flux density is 0.65 T. Therefore it can be said that analytic equation
results and finite element analysis results show good agreement in terms of airgap
flux density.

Fig. 3-22. Airgap flux density vectors for the sample 50 kW design
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Fig. 3-23. Airgap flux density graph with analytical results for the sample 50 kW design

Sinusoidal flux density variation induces sinusoidal voltages on windings. In our
analytical design equations, induced emf (peak) per phase is calculated via Eq. (346). As it can be seen on Table 3-4, this value is calculated as 1496 V. Induced emf
per phase peak value of the finite element analysis is given in Fig. 3-24. This graph
is obtained for three phase at rated speed of 60 rpm. All three phases are balanced
(120o phase difference) in time domain and they all have peak magnitude of nearly
1600 V. Therefore, it can be inferred that analytic equation results and finite element
analysis results show good agreement in terms of induced emf. In Table 3-5,
comparison of flux densities and induced emf values of both analytical calculations
and FEA results are given with related error rates.
Name

X

Induced Voltage

Y

m12000.00
66.5000 1607.4400
m2 31.5000 1605.9600
m31500.00
59.5000 1604.2600

cyl_transient

m3

1000.00

Voltage [V]

ANSOFT

Curve Info
m2

m1

InducedVoltage(Winding1)
Setup1 : Transient
InducedVoltage(Winding2)
Setup1 : Transient
InducedVoltage(Winding3)
Setup1 : Transient

500.00
0.00
-500.00

-1000.00
-1500.00
-2000.00

0.00

20.00

40.00

Time [ms]

60.00

80.00

Fig. 3-24. Induced emf per phase graph for the sample 50 kW design
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100.00

Table 3-5. Comparison of the critical parameters of analytical and FEA results for the
sample AFPM design.
Analytical

FEA

Error

0.67 T

0.65 T

3%

1496 V

1600 V

6.5%

Peak airgap
flux density
( B ag ,1 )
Peak induced
emf (Eph,peak)

3.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, analytical design equations of the proposed AFPM generator are
described. In the first section, mechanical and electrical parameters of the proposed
generator are covered with related graphics and mathematical expressions. These
design equations are mainly consist of; fundamental generator equations,
geometrical and structural equations, phase turns, resistance and flux density
equations, thermal equations, reluctance network and related equations, volume and
mass equations and finally power and efficiency calculations. During the design of
the proposed generator leakage fluxes are taken into consideration. Unity power
factor is assumed for the phasor equations due to selection of vector control in the
power electronic stage. These design equations are very important as their results
will be used in the optimization process and finite element design. In the second
section of the chapter, comparison of the results of the analytical calculations and
the finite element analysis is given for a sample 50 kW AFPM generator in order to
verify the design method followed in this thesis study. For this purpose, airgap flux
density and induced emf per phase parameters are chosen since they’ve been used
widely in the design of electrical machines as key parameters [70]. It is concluded
that the results of the analytical equations and the results of the FEA are in good
agreement. Therefore, these analytical equations can be used in the optimization for
the proposed AFPM generator design.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTIMIZATION AND DESIGN

4.1.

Introduction

In the previous chapter, electrical and mechanical design parameters, mathematical
design equations and related drawings of the selected axial flux permanent magnet
generator are presented. These equations are important for this thesis work, as they
are used in the main design algorithm. Also in the previous chapter, verification of
the analytical equations of the some important design parameters is given by means
of finite element analysis of a sample design. For this purpose, comparison of the
design equations and the finite element analysis is made in terms of air gap flux
density and induced emf. It’s concluded that the results show good agreement.
Therefore, these equations can be used in the optimization algorithm. In this chapter,
optimization process of the given design will be summarized and the optimum
design parameters of the proposed 5 MW AFPM generator will be determined.
Firstly, evolutionary algorithms (EA) will be reviewed, including the chosen genetic
algorithm (GA). Then, process of the genetic algorithm based optimization method,
which is used in this thesis study, will be explained in detail. Optimization of the
proposed generator is realized in MATLAB optimization toolbox. Also in this
chapter, a brief information of this toolbox and used parameters in the optimization
algorithm will be covered. Finally, optimum design parameters of the proposed 5
MW 12 rpm AFPM generator will be presented. These design parameters will be
used in the finite element modelling and analysis in the next chapter.
4.2.

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) and Genetic Algorithm (GA)

There exist different mathematical search algorithms and conventional methods for
modern world engineering problems. However, multi-variable nonlinear problems
require new methods to avoid from getting stuck into local minimums during the
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optimization process [89]. The main motivation of the Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA) is to mimic the nature to find the optimum solutions to these problems. EA can
be evaluated as a direct, stochastic and population-based search algorithm. There
are three main rules of biological processes which inspire the EA based search
algorithms. These processes can be summarized as follows;


Continuous evolution process which occurs at the most basic level of
“source-code” of living beings, i.e. chromosomes



Natural Selection mechanism in which the fittest individuals in a society
can have more chance to survive and have more robust offspring than those
who are not fit at all.



Evolutionary process at reproduction which is done by the reproduction
operators such as cross-over and mutation.

EA mimics the natural selection of living beings. Fittest one in the group has more
chance to survive and to breed. Individuals correspond to encoded solutions of the
given problem. Every individual has a fitness value which is calculated by the
objective function of the problem. Algorithm itself evaluates the “adaptive skills”
of every individual according to its fitness value. Least “fit” individuals are
eliminated from the population, hence more adapted and robust individuals replace
the old generations. Fitness value is the only required quantitative information about
the individual in EAs, contrary to other search techniques such as gradient based
optimization methods, in which derivative information is needed [63], [90].
Another advantage of evolutionary search algorithm is the population based
evaluation, which is a big computational advantage over the conventional search
algorithms which sample one individual at a time. This population leveled
optimization is more advantageous especially when working with large search
spaces [91], [92]. In Fig. 4-1, a classification table of the search techniques is given.
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Fig. 4-1. Classification of the search techniques [89], [92], [114]

The most popular search technique among other techniques in the EA family is the
genetic algorithm (GA). In this algorithm, individuals are generally represented as
fixed-length bit strings as shown in Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 4-3. Different cell positions in
these strings contains information which corresponds to different properties of the
individual they represent [92]. Two frequently used operators during the
reproduction stage of GA are cross-over and mutation operators. Various
“individuals” or various “solutions” can be obtained during the optimization process
by using these two operators. Working principles of cross-over and mutation
operators are depicted in Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 4-3, respectively. In cross-over, data
interchanges between parents around the crossover point which determined in the
reproduction stage. However, in mutation, random new data is written to randomly
selected locus on the selected “chromosome” or “individual”.

Parent-A

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

Offspring-1

0 0 1 0 1 10 1 01

Parent-B

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Offspring-2

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

Cross-over
Point

Fig. 4-2. Bit string cross-over operation between parent individuals [92]

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0

Fig. 4-3. Bit string mutation operation [92]

Evolutionary algorithms start with the initial population where values of the initial
variables are selected randomly by selection operators based on stochastic methods.
Successive generations are created based on the selection and the reproduction
principles. Population size is preserved throughout the generations. Optimization
algorithm stops when termination criteria are satisfied [91], [92]. These criteria can
be different conditions such as predetermined fitness value, predetermined number
of successive generation or limited time.
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Every problem can be solved by using EA as long as it is expressed with a proper
fitness function. User should define a fitness function such that generations could
converge to optimal solution. Therefore, every constraint parameter and penalty
coefficient corresponding to it should exist in the fitness function maybe not equally
but in a weighted form [63]. Penalty coefficients and related definitions will be
covered in the following sections. Another advantage of EAs is that it can be
combined with other conventional search techniques. EAs can be utilized in a
parallel fashion in order to evaluate the fitness among the candidate solutions, as
mentioned before. Possibility of converging local minimum is decreased due to this
parallel process. Because of the high computational burden related to larger search
spaces and hybridization processes, optimization techniques by using distributed
computing gaining attention [92]. Also, evolutionary algorithms can easily adapt to
changing environmental conditions. Therefore, it’s not necessary to restart the
algorithm in case of sudden changes, contrary to as it was in the conventional search
methods [89].
To sum up, evolutionary algorithms gaining popularity especially in the last two
decades due to advantages aforementioned above although first attempts to use
evolutionary techniques in optimization problems were made in nearly 60 years ago
[91], [92]. There are two biggest key aspects of this search technique. One of is that
the similarity between the nature during selection and variation stages. The other
one is that it is not necessary to provide mathematical information except fitness
function in order to evaluate generations of individuals [93]. Additionally, there
exist a large application area of this algorithm from medical treatments to advanced
engineering problems [94]. This application area seems to enlarge due to new
explorations of evolutionary genetics science in biology and increased computer
capacities.
4.3.

Genetic Algorithms Based Optimization

Genetic algorithms (GA) are stochastic search techniques and exist on the subgroup
of evolutionary algorithms. GA was first proposed by John Holland in 1975 with
the aim of investigating the usage of natural evolutions for optimization principles
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[91]. The most salient feature of the GA among the other search techniques is that
it doesn’t need derivative information of the related search space. This feature helps
GA to avoid trapping at local minimums [12], [94]. Algorithm itself based on the
three operators namely selection, crossover and mutation [91], [95]. As it was in the
evolutionary algorithm case, GAs can also explore the search space in a parallel
fashion. Another advantage of GA is that optimization procedure can converge to
global minimum solution regardless of the starting point. Crossover and mutation
definitions are same for the GA, as it was mentioned in the previous section. For an
effective optimization, options of the GA such as population size, cross-over and
mutation possibilities and termination criteria, should be suitably configured [96].
General flowchart of a GA is given in Fig. 4-4. However, it is useful to describe
some of the technical terms about GA before continue with the flowchart.


Gene is a parameter which defines the specific trait of the considered
solution such as stator outer diameter, axial length or air gap flux density.
This parameter is encoded in the related locus of fixed-length chromosome.



Chromosome is the combined form of genes, thus representing a complete
“individual”.



Locus is the specific position of encoded data exist in each string of
individual or solution.



Fitness is the measure of suitability of a generated solution for the given
optimization problem. This numeric value is used by the GA when
evaluating and selecting the best individual from the candidate solutions.
Because of this reason GA optimizations are usually mentioned with the
term “survival of the fittest”. Fitness function of the optimization problem
should be constructed carefully in order to obtain the optimum design
parameters of the selected AFPM topology.



Selection used in GA is mainly based on stochastic processes and natural
similarities. However, there are different selection methods for application
such as roulette wheel selection and tournament selection [90], [92].
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Population can be considered as a group of individuals in one generation.
Larger sizes of population leads to longer solution times but larger search
spaces.



Generation is the set of individuals employed in one cycle of optimization.
As the evaluated number of generations are increased, more fit solution
candidates will be created by the GA.



Elitism is related to best individuals which are preserved and directly pass to
next generation without any gene manipulation. If number of elite is too
much generations don’t change much and diversity decreases. If number of
elites is low then optimization lasts longer to converge to global minimum
because of large diversity.



Independent variable is an optimization parameter which is changed by the
GA at every iteration. For example in this thesis work, there are 15 different
independent variables in the optimization process of the proposed AFPM.



Penalty function is a concept that is used to convert a constrained
optimization to an unconstrained optimization problem. Main idea in this
concept is that to “penalize” the individuals with additional higher fitness
values, whose solution parameters violate the limits of predetermined
constraints.
Initial Population

Evaluation
Stage

Evaluate fitness

New Generation

Converged?

End
Y

Selection
Stage

N

Crossover &
Mutation

Reproduction
Stage

Fig. 4-4. General flowchart of a GA optimization [96]
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4.4.

Optimization Implementation

4.4.1. MATLAB Toolbox and Configurations
In this thesis, optimization procedure is implemented by MATLAB optimization
toolbox. For this purpose, three different codes, which include the necessary design
equations described in the previous chapter, are written and tested in the MATLAB
environment. These codes are mainly performs following actions;


Optimization main handling and saving performance parameters



Iterative loop for required multi-speed operation calculation



Main design calculation of the generator for a given set of variables

In our design, objective function is constructed based on the cost of the proposed
generator. Therefore, GA tries to minimize the total cost of the generator by using
different mass combinations of different materials used in the generator. Details of
the objective function and constants will be given in the following subsections. In
this subsection, details and the configurations of optimization procedure will be
described. Configuration parameters used in the optimization process are given in
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Configuration parameters of the MATLAB optimization toolbox

Solver

Genetic Algorithm

Number of variables

15

Population Size

100

Fitness Scaling

Rank

Selection Function

Stochastic Uniform

Elite Count

1

Crossover Fraction

0.9

Mutation

Gaussian with Scale/Shrink

Crossover Function

Scattered

Number of Generation

200

Stall Generations

50

Stall tolerance

1x10-6
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As seen from Table 4-1, there are 15 different independent variables used in our
design optimization. Selection is realized via stochastic uniform function based on
the fitness value. In this function, individuals have probability to be selected by the
GA inversely proportional to their rank value. Therefore, individuals with lower
rank value have more chance to be selected. Cross-over fraction determines the rate
of the individual in a population (except the elite ones) which are subjected to crossover operation during the reproduction stage. Higher rates of this parameters results
in higher diversity despite longer solution times. Cross-over is realized via scattered
function. In this function first a random vector, which consists of random binary
numbers, is created. Then this random vector is compared with the selected parent
vectors in bit-wise. Variables of the offspring individual created according to this
comparison. If binary number is 1 then “gene” is taken from first parent otherwise
second parent gives the related gene from its corresponding locus [97].
In our optimization process two different termination criterions are defined as it can
be seen on Table 4-1. Optimization process will stop either when the total number
of generation is equal to 200 or when 50 successive generations occur with average
difference in fitness function is lower than “Stall tolerance”. GA in MATLAB
searches for the optimum set of parameters between the predetermined lower and
upper boundaries. Independent variables of the optimization can be seen in Table 42 with their definitions and related boundaries.
Air gap clearance g is segregated from this table because it is taken as constant. As
it will be mentioned in the following sections, constant value of air gap is taken as
10 mm for our proposed generator and stator outer diameter is limited to 10 meters
by optimization. Main reasons of this selection are production limitations and
“1/1000 air gap diameter ratio” convention [48], [83] which will be explained in the
following sections. Current density optimization range is determined based on the
thermal considerations which were mentioned in the previous chapter. Magnet/steel
width ratio, pitch ratio and fill factor ranges are selected based on the literature and
conventional practices [65], [98].
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4.4.2. Flowchart and Objective Function
In this thesis work, considered AFPM design problem can be described as a nonlinear optimization problem. Nonlinear constrained optimization problems are
generally expressed as follows [12], [99],
Minimize F(x)

(4-1)

gi (x)  bi

i  1,2,3,.....p

(4-2)

h j (x)  d j

j  1,2,3,.....q

(4-3)

bound _ l  x  bound _ u

(4-4)

Table 4-2. Independent variables of the optimization
Variable
Vector-x

Lower
Variable Definition

Upper

boundary boundary

Unit

x(1)

Mean radius ( rmean )

4

5

m

x(2)

Current Density (J)

1

7

A/mm2

x(3)

Outer limb thickness t o

0.03

0.045

m

x(4)

Inner limb thickness ti

0.02

0.03

m

x(5)

Steel web thickness lc

0.02

0.03

m

x(6)

Magnet/steel width ratio

0.7

0.8

-

x(7)

Number of turns Nt

40

90

Turn

x(8)

Number of poles Np

200

260

Pole

x(9)

Number of branches N branch

4

6

Branch

x(10)

Height of the winding hw

0.03

0.045

m

x(11)

Pitch ratio  pitch

0.3

0.4

-

x(12)

Fill factor kfill

0.6

0.7

-

x(13)

Height of the magnet hm

0.01

0.02

m

x(14)

Length of the magnet lm

0.25

0.3

m

x(15)

Number of parallel stacks n stack

3

6

-

i
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where F(x) corresponds to objective function and x represents the set of the
independent variables. Conditions given in the Eq. (4-2) and Eq. (4-3) are defined
as inequality constraints and equality constraints to which objective function is
subjected. As mentioned before, variable set is chosen between lower and upper
bound intervals which are predetermined before GA optimization process. These
boundaries are shown in Eq. (4-4). In this study, main objective function is
constructed based on the cost of the designed generator and can be expressed as
follows,

F (x)  1.2(cost steel  cost copper  cost magnet  cost structure )

(4-5)

where cost steel , cost copper , cost magnet and cost structure are cost of steel, cost of copper,
cost of permanent magnet and cost of structure, respectively. Coefficient of “1.2” is
multiplied by the total material cost due to add the approximately 20% labor cost
effect to the material cost. Cost components of the main objective function given in
Eq. (4-5), can be calculated as follows,
cost steel  msteel ucsteel

(4-6)

cost copper  mcopperuccopper

(4-7)

cost magnet  mPM ucmagnet

(4-8)

cost structure  (mshaft  mstator  mrot_ torque  mband )ucsteel  mepoxy ucepoxy

(4-9)

Penalty functions are defined and used in order to convert our constrained
optimization problem to an unconstrained optimization problem. Therefore, it is not
necessary to define equality and inequality constraints in MATLAB optimization
toolbox. Penalty functions are used such that an additional value, which is to be
added to original objective function, is calculated proportional to measure of
violation of a constraint [12], [92]. In this study, seven different constraints are
added in a form of penalty functions to the main objective function. Details of the
constraints will be given in the following subsections. Resulting objective function
in which the penalty functions added form is given as follows,
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7

F (x)  1.2(cost steel  cost copper  cost magnet  cost structure )  f income (x)   pi (k i ) (4-10)
i 1

where

pi (k i ) and k i

are the penalty function for ith constraint and penalty

coefficient for ith penalty function, respectively. Details of the penalty functions will
be given in the following sections. Income function fincome (x) is utilized in order to
include the effects of energy ratio and time probability of the wind in the total energy
production for a proposed generator. This function is calculated as follows,
f income (x)  Po priceelec f avail f time (365* 24)

(4-11)

where Po is the net output power from the generator, priceelec is the electricity price
per kWh sold by the WPP and taken as 7.3 ¢ (USD dollar cent) in this study [100],
f avail is the availability factor for proposed wind turbine and taken as 0.9 and finally
f time is the time probability of the related wind speed.

Flowchart of the used optimization algorithm in this study is given in Fig.4-5. First,
an initial population is created by the MATLAB optimization tool based on the
configurations given in Table 4-1. Then, the reference wind speed data is taken from
wind-speed data table. Current density is initially assigned as the half of the upper
limit of the current density, namely Jmax/2 . Then this current density value, rpm
value and demanded power are used together with the created random independent
variables in order to calculate the design parameters of the generator. After the first
design calculation, current density value is adjusted according to efficiency of the
design and reference current density values calculated for steady state and short
circuit fault conditions. Then a final design calculation is made for the current rpm
interval. This calculations are repeated for all 9 operating conditions for the same
design to evaluate performance of the generator at different wind speeds. Cost
function is calculated according to objective function defined in Eq. (4-10) by
considering the energy ratios of the different wind speed intervals given in the
reference wind-speed data table. Then, termination criteria are checked in order to
stop the optimization process. This procedures are repeated until termination criteria
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are satisfied and the optimal design is achieved. Details of the aforementioned
variable speed conditions will be covered in the next section.

Fig. 4-5. Optimization flowchart
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4.4.3. Operating Conditions of the Generator
If design calculations of a wind turbine generator are only based on the rated speed
and power output conditions, probably manufactured design will not be efficient as
much as it was in the design stage. This is due to irregular nature of the wind.
Therefore, variable speed operation must be taken into account and different speed
distributions of the turbine must be evaluated during the optimization. In this study,
design optimization of the proposed AFPM generator is carried under 9 different
wind speed conditions with respect to given time probabilistic densities. For this
purpose, wind speed measurements data of a sample WPP, located in
Çanakkale/Turkey, is used. In Fig. 4-6, time probabilities of the wind speed intervals
are calculated based on the one year period of measurement data. As it can be seen
from this figure, wind speed density plot shows a typical Weibull distribution.

Fig. 4-6. Wind speed density distribution from measurement data
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Different properties of the wind speed distribution and a 5MW “reference” wind
turbine [101] characteristics under these wind conditions, which are desired to be
reached by the optimized AFPM generator of this study, are tabulated in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3. Wind speed distributions and reference generator ratings

Average

Average

Output

Speed

Torque

Power

(rpm)

(kNm)

(kW)

4 m/s

1

187.5

5 m/s

1

6 m/s

Time

Energy

Probability

Ratio

195

31,92%

4,09%

4038,5

420

10,70%

2,95%

2.9

2606,1

786

11,26%

5,81%

7 m/s

4.8

2596,2

1296

10,12%

8,61%

8 m/s

6.7

2788,5

1943

9,07%

11,57%

9 m/s

8.6

3017,7

2699

8,37%

14,84%

10 m/s

10.5

3193,2

3487

6,30%

14,43%

11 m/s

12

3344,6

4174

4,72%

12,94%

>12 m/s (Rated)

12

4006,4

5000

7,54%

24,76%

4.7

2154,9

1522,6

100,00%

100,00%

Wind Speed

Weighted Average
(time)

4.4.4. Constants and Constraints
a) Constants
Although there are 15 independent variables in our optimization, some other
variables and parameters can be taken as constant based on the assumptions and
experiences in order to simplify the optimization handling and to avoid large and
complex search spaces. Conceptual constants aforementioned above are given in
Table 4-4 for our proposed AFPM.
Air gap clearance value is determined based on the cost comparison of designs with
different air gap values. Besides, selected 10 mm of air gap clearance value is
consistent with the assumption of “air gap clearance could be nearly 1/1000 of the
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air gap diameter” principle of electrical machine design [48], [83]. In addition to
this principle, 10 mm air gap is also selected for comply the production limitations.
Current density is optimized during the optimization process with other independent
variables. However, final value of this variable is determined by the iterative design
loops in the multi-speed code, instead of a random number assigned by the GA.
Table 4-4. Conceptual optimization constants of the proposed AFPM generator

Constant

Value

Air gap clearance

10 mm

Number of phases

3

Ambient temperature

20o C
Forced air cooling with 7 A/mm2

Current Density

@100oC

Power factor angle

0o (cosφ=1)

Coil pitch/Pole pitch

4/3

In order to do this, predetermined current density value (7 A/mm2 for this design) is
assumed for reference operational temperature at 100oC [51], [80], [81]. Operating
temperature and final value of the current density are calculated according to this
current density reference-based iterative loops in the design code. Thermal
considerations about the design were expressed in the previous chapter. Although
thermal network is neglected, high efficiency is preferred by the optimization
algorithm. Power factor is assumed as unity in our design. This assumption is based
on a vector controlled power electronic converter which connects the proposed
AFPM generator to grid [102]. Ratio of “4/3” between the coil pitch and the pole
pitch is selected as it is advantageous rather than other ratios in terms of induced
emf magnitude. This magnitude variation was mentioned and depicted in Fig.3-2 in
Chapter-3.
In addition to conceptual constants described above, there are number of constants
related to material characteristics such as mass density and remanence flux density.
These constants used in the optimization are given in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Material constants of the proposed AFPM generator
Constant

Definition

Value

 cu

Temperature coefficient of copper

3.9x10-3 OC-1

copper

Resistivity coefficient

1.7x10-8 ohm.m

h band

Height of the band

0.01 m

wband

Width of the band

0.04 m

Br

N50 grade PM remanent flux density [69]

1.4 T

r

PM relative permeability

1.05

 st

Steel relative permeability

750

cw 2 sw

Winding-steel web distance

0.015 m

kleak

Leakage coefficient

0.95

t epoxy

Epoxy thickness

1 mm

d steel

Mass density of steel

7850 kg/m3

dcopper

Mass density of copper

8960 kg/m3

d PM

Mass density of PM

7500 kg/m3

depoxy

Mass density of epoxy

1150 kg/m3

rcyl , o

Shaft outer radius

0.3 m

rcyl ,i

Shaft inner radius

0.1 m

ucsteel

Unit cost of steel[103]

$ 3 /kg

ucmagnet

Unit cost of PM[103]

$ 80 /kg

uccopper

Unit cost of copper[103]

$ 10 /kg

ucepoxy

Unit cost of epoxy[93]

$ 0.4 /kg
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b) Constraints
Constraint in an optimization problem can be due to physical properties of the
materials or due to designer’s priorities. In this study, independent variables are
allowed to vary between lower and upper bounds of the predetermined search space.
However, sometimes selection of these variables by GA can result in improper
consequences. Therefore this kind of faulty selections must be corrected by the
optimization programming at each generation [12]. This type of corrections in this
study can be listed as follows,
 Number of turns ( N t ), number of poles ( N p ), number of parallel branches
( N branch ) and number of stacks ( n stack ) are selected as integer variables.
 In addition to that, number of poles are rounded nearest integer which is
multiple of four, in order to get a suitable number of series connected coils.
This relationship can be expressed as follows;

Ns 

Nc , ph
Nbranch

(4-12)

where Nc , ph represents the number of coils per phase and calculated as
follows for 3-phase system,

N c , ph 

Nc
3

(4-13)

We know that, there is a (4/3) ratio between number of poles and number of
coils:

3
Nc  ( ) N p
4

(4-14)

Therefore, number of series connected coils can be calculated as follows,

Np
3
1
Ns  ( ) N p

4
3 Nbranch 4 Nbranch

(4-15)

In the design code, number of parallel branches N branch selected so that

N p / Nbranch division can be calculated as an integer value.
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 Winding thickness/coil pitch ratio is also controlled in case any improper
former dimensions such as negative former pitch. Pitch of the coil former is
calculated by using Eq. (3-85) in the previous chapter.
 Outer core limbs must be always thicker than inner core limbs in order to
withstand single-sided magnetic forces. Considerations about deflection
were mentioned in the previous chapter.
 Magnet/steel width ratio should be selected in proper limits in order utilize
the magnets efficiently. In our design this parameter is allowed to vary
between 0.7 and 0.8. In the previous chapter, effects of having large ratios
of this parameter were mentioned.
Controls described until here were generally related to geometrical design
parameters of the proposed generator and can be corrected via adjusting limits of
the search space. Hence these can be categorized as search space manipulations.
Other than these corrections, there are some other parameters which should be
checked if any resulting parameter value of the designed generator violates the
safety/necessity margins or not. These kind of parameters are generally named as
“constraint” in a optimization process. User/designer can keep this kind of
parameters under control by using penalty functions. As described before, penalty
functions are used to convert constrained functions to unconstrained functions by
assigning additional penalty values, which are relatively large with respect to normal
fitness values, to related objective function in the optimization. Hence individuals
which are penalized with these penalty functions have large fitness values and then
are finally eliminated from successive generations. By this way, optimization
changes the search direction to where individuals satisfy all the constraints [12],
[96], [99]. Details of the penalty functions and penalty coefficients will be given in
the following subsection.
In our design optimization, seven different constraints are included in the objective
function via proper penalty functions. Order of these seven penalty functions and
related penalty coefficients are given in Table 4-6. These penalty functions are used
in the main objective function which was given by Eq. (4-10).
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Table 4-6. Objective function penalty table
Penalty Function

Penalty

Constraint

Coefficient

k11,12

Coefficient Value

k11 =5x104

p1

Efficiency

p2

Deflection

k2

105

p3

Axial length

k3

105

p4

Outer diameter

k4

108

p5

Temperature

k5

105

p6

Power

k61,62

p7

Voltage

k7

k1 2 =3x107

k61 =0.1

k 6  2 =1
106

These penalty functions are calculated as follows,
 Efficiency (  ) is controlled at every design loops and individuals with
efficiency values lower than 95% , are penalized. Efficiency constraint is
controlled by the Eq. (4-16) given below.
 0.95   k11


p1  0

2

   0.999 k1 2

for

  0.95

for

0.95    0.999

for

  0.999

(4-16)

 Another constraint is related to C-core deflection ( ratiodef ). Due to magnetic
attraction forces between magnets, C shaped cores are inclined to be
deflected and close the air gap. If this deflection rate with respect to air gap
clearance excess 10%, individual which has this much deflected core, is
penalized. Ratio of deflection constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-17) given
below.

100

for ratiodef  0.10

0


p2  
2
ratio
-0.10
k2

def


for

ratiodef  0.10

(4-17)

 Another constraint is related to axial length ( lshaft ) and it’s very important.
Because one of the salient advantages of proposed AFPM is shorter axial
length [31]. For this purpose, individuals who has axial length higher than 5
meters, are penalized. Axial length constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-18)
given below.
0


p3  
2
l
-5
k3

shaft


for

lshaft  5

for

lshaft  5

(4-18)

 Stator outer diameter ( d out ) is another important parameter of the generator,
especially when the nacelle volume is limited. Therefore, individuals with
stator outer diameters above 10 meter, are also penalized. Outer diameter
constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-19) given below.
for d out  10

0
p4  
 d out -10 k4

for

d out  10

(4-19)

 Operating temperature ( T  Tambient ) is another important design parameter
related to efficiency. In this design optimization, individuals which has
operating temperature higher than 100o C, are penalized. In addition to
temperature constraint, efficiency constraint also guarantees the thermal
limits by assigning high efficiency penalties to candidate individuals with
high copper losses. Temperature constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-20)
given below.

0
p5  
2

  T  Tambient   100 k5

for

 T  Tambient   100

for

 T  Tambient   100

(4-20)

 As mentioned before, in every optimization loop GA algorithm tries to
determine the design parameters of the AFPM which gives output power of
5MW at 12 rpm rated speed. For this purpose, designed machine is operated
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at every speed interval which defined earlier in Table 4-3 and tries to reach
the output power of every specific operating speed reference. Individual
which misses these power levels, is penalized with a penalty function. Power
constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-21) given below.

 Pdemand  Po 2 k6 1

p6  0

2
 Po  Pdemand k6  2

for

Po  Pdemand

for

Po  Pdemand

for

Po  Pdemand

(4-21)

 Final constraint employed in this optimization work is related to electrical
rating of the proposed generator. Rms value of the voltage per phase (Vph,rms)
is kept under controlled via suitable penalty function such that line-to-line
rms voltage level can’t excess the 690 V, which is a common voltage level
among commercial wind turbine generators [104], [105]. Proper voltage
level selection is important since the output voltage level which is too high
or too low can cause higher power electronic converter costs. Voltage
constraint is controlled by the Eq. (4-22) given below.
0


p7  
2
V
-400
k7

ph
,
rms


for

Vph, rms  400

for

Vph , rms  400

(4-22)

As it can be seen from calculations, response of the penalty functions can be adjusted
via penalty coefficients at different order of magnitude and via different measure of
violation such as absolute difference or square of the absolute difference. Hence
optimization will converge to an area of the search space such that chosen set of
independent variables do not violate the constraints. As a result, penalty coefficients
are chosen very large to satisfy all the constraints strictly. Therefore, a small
violence of any constraint will be penalized with a large fitness value [12].
4.5.

Optimized 5MW AFPM Generator

Optimized independent variables of the proposed AFPM generator at rated
conditions of 5 MW, 12 rpm, are presented in Table 4-7. Note that optimization
algorithm converges to increased number of parallel stack in order to conform
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penalty constraints of outer diameter and power level. By this way, amount of
permanent magnet is increased. However, this type of parallel stacked configuration
gives better fault handling ability to our proposed generator, as it was mentioned in
previous chapters. Other design parameters of the optimized AFPM generator can
be calculated by using the design equations given in Chapter-3.
Table 4-7. Optimized generator independent variables at 12 rpm/5MW

Parameter

Value

Mean radius-( rmean )

4.71 m

Speed

12 rpm

Number of poles- (Np)

216

Number of parallel stacks-( n stack )

6

Outer limb thickness-( t o )

38 mm

Inner limb thickness-( t i )

25.3 mm

Steel web thickness-(lc)

22.4 mm

Number of turns- (Nt)

42

Current density-(J)

2.47 A/mm2

Number of branch-( N branch )

6

Height of the winding- (hw)

43 mm

Winding thickness/Coil pitch ratio-(  pitch )

0.388

Magnet/Steel width ratio-(∝𝑖 )

0.76

Fill factor-(kfill)

0.69

Height of the magnet-(hm)

18.8 mm

Length of the magnet-(lm)

282.7 mm

Best fitness values of the optimization process through the 200 generations are
plotted in the graph given in Fig. 4-7. As it can be seen from this figure, best fitness
value of the optimization converged to 3.98x106. In the optimization algorithm,
every candidate individual is evaluated for nine wind speed conditions. Fitness
function is obtained by summing all cost values for these speed conditions.
Therefore, it can be said that fitness function itself not obviously shows exact cost
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of the proposed generator. Instead, it shows how suitable and low cost solution it
becomes throughout the generations. Optimization considers not only initial
material cost but also power generation income and selects suitable parameters
among the search space. Therefore, more material cost and mass can be preferred
for the sake of a better energy generation income.

Fig. 4-7. Best fitness variation

Fitness values of all individuals regardless of mean values, are depicted in Fig. 4-8.
As it can be seen from this figure, cost of the considered generator showing a
decreasing trend as the optimization procedure continues. At the end of the
iterations, optimization converged to best fitness value of 3.98x106.

Fig. 4-8. Fitness distribution of the optimization individuals according to iterations
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Performance ratings of the optimized generator at different wind speeds are given
in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8. Optimized generator performance ratings

Wind
Speed

Rpm

J

Vph ,rms I ph,rms Desired

Input

Output

Power

Power

Power

2

(A/mm )
(V)

(A)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

Efficiency
(%)

4 m/s

1

1.37

24.4

414.1

195

244

182

74.5

5 m/s

1

2.10

19.5

636.4

420

372

223

60.0

6 m/s

2.9

1.69

84.3

512.0

786

874

777

88.8

7 m/s

4.8

1.62

146.9

489.1

1296

1385

1293

93.4

8 m/s

6.7

1.71

208.0

518.7

1943

2049

1942

94.7

9 m/s

8.6

1.85

268.7

558.3

2699

2829

2700

95.4

10 m/s

10.5

1.95

329.4

588.5

3487

3639

3490

95.8

11 m/s

12

2.03

377.1

615.5

4174

4346

4178

96.1

12 m/s

12

2.47

371.4

746.9

5000

5230

4992

95.4

As it can be seen from performance ratings table above, optimized generator can
supply 4.99 MW of electrical output power at 12 rpm, which is only 0.01 MW below
the aimed output power of 5 MW with an efficieny of 95%. This small power
constraint violation can be neglected since all other contraint parameters are
conformed by the optimization. According to optimization results, the most salient
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features of the proposed AFPM generator in this thesis is tabulated in Table 4-9.
Other details of the design parameters can be found by using mentioned MATLAB
scripts which are designed for this thesis work.
Table 4-9. The most salient features of the proposed AFPM generator at 12 rpm
Feature

Value

Mean radius

4.71 m

Stator outer diameter

9.9 m

Rated speed

12 rpm

Air gap

10 mm

Number of poles

216

Number of turns

42

Axial length

1.0 m

Number of axial stack

6

Voltage per phase (rms)

371.88 V

Induced emf per-phase (rms)

395.6 V

Current per phase

746.9 A

Total copper loss

206.9 kW

Total eddy loss

30.1 kW

Net output power

4992 kW

Efficiency

95.4%

Air gap flux density (fundamental-peak)

0.51 T

Air gap flux density (flat-top)

0.46 T

Phase reactance

0.111 Ω

Phase resistance

0.020 Ω

Power factor

1

Load angle

12.17o

Temperature

30.0o C

Shaft outer radius

0.3 m

Shaft inner radius

0.1 m

Total mass

119.4 tonne

Material cost

$ 1.30 M

Total cost (including labor)

$ 1.56 M

Total Electricity Generation (annual)

11.73 GWh

Total Generation Income (annual)

$ 857k
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It can be inferred from the table shown above that selected airgap is suitable in terms
of resultant air gap diameter and stator outer diameter. Moreover, phase voltage
value is reasonable in terms of predetermined limits and practical applications. Total
mass per axial stack (119.4/6 tonne) is suitable for modularity and installation,
transportation and repair conditions. In Fig. 4-9, whole view of the proposed AFPM
generator is given. In this figure structural support parts are not shown.

Fig. 4-9. Proposed AFPM generator whole machine view without structural parts

In Fig.4-10, mass components of the optimized 5MW 12 rpm AFPM generator is
given. In Fig.4-11, material cost components of the optimized 5MW 12 rpm AFPM
generator is given. As it can be seen from graphs, there is not a linear relationship
between mass and cost distributions of materials used in the proposed generator. It
has been concluded that structural steel mass is the dominant part of the total mass
while permanent magnet cost constitutes the dominant part of the total cost of the
generator.
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Fig. 4-10. Mass components of the optimized AFPM generator

Fig. 4-11. Material cost components of the optimized AFPM generator
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4.6.

Results

This chapter mainly focused on the optimization procedure and optimized generator
parameters. First, general overview of the EA is given including the selected GA
optimization. This algorithm is chosen in this thesis work because of its derivativefree approach and application simplicity. In this study, optimization procedure is
carried under 9 different wind speed conditions in order to get a more realistic
design. Wind speed data is taken from a real field based measurement values of a
sample WPP. Algorithm calculated the design parameters of the proposed AFPM
generator based on a power generation reference of a commercial 5MW PMSG wind
turbine under aforementioned wind conditions. In addition, algorithm also considers
the wind speed time probabilistic and related generation incomes. Details of the
MATLAB optimization toolbox configurations and used algorithm flowcharts are
given in the related subsections.
Seven different penalty functions are used in order to transform our constrained
optimization problem to an unconstrained problem. In this study, objective function
is constructed based on the cost of the proposed AFPM generator. 15 different
independent variables are used in the optimization problem. Air gap is not optimized
in this study in order to avoid very large search spaces and long convergence times.
Instead, air gap value is taken as constant as 10 mm as it is comply with the
conventional machine design practices and production challenges. Axial stack
number of the generator is allowed to change during the optimization. Therefore,
algorithm converges to best solutions so that resulting generator can be heavier but
more cost-effective considering the generation incomes. Details of the constants,
independent variables, objective function and penalty functions are given in the
related subsections. According to optimization results, most salient features of the
proposed AFPM generator in this thesis is tabulated in Table 4-9. Other details of
the design parameters can be found by using mentioned MATLAB scripts which are
designed for this thesis work.
Details of the reference wind speed table and performance parameters of the
proposed AFPM generator under these wind conditions are given in related
subsection. Optimized independent variables of the proposed 5MW/12 rpm AFPM
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design and fitness evolution tables are presented and discussed. Finally, mass
components and material cost components of the proposed generator are
investigated. According to results of these components, structural steel is the most
dominant (about 61%) mass component while it is the less dominant (about 17%)
in terms of material cost. Permanent magnet (PM) is the most dominant (about 66%)
cost component while it is the least dominant (about %9) mass component. Since
optimization is based on the cost of the design, algorithm converged to heavier and
larger design solution. However, mass of the most expensive component, namely
PMs, is minimized. More detailed graphs of mass and cost distributions of the
proposed design is given in the related subsections. Optimized parameters are very
important because they will be used in the finite element modelling and verification
of the proposed generator in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

FEA VERIFICATION OF ANALYTICAL DESIGN

5.1.

Introduction

In the previous chapter, optimization procedure of the proposed AFPM generator
was described and required design parameters were determined and presented by
using the genetic algorithm optimization. In this chapter, design parameters of the
optimized generator will be used in the 3D FEA modelling and analysis in order to
verify the electromagnetic and electrical performance of the proposed AFPM
generator. ANSYS Maxwell® software is employed for the 3D finite element
simulations. As mentioned in Chapter-3, air gap flux density and no-load induced
emf values are investigated during the analyses. In addition, full load analysis of the
proposed AFPM generator is performed in order to calculate the phase voltages and
coefficient of eddy losses on the permanent magnets. Related graphs and simulation
results will be given in the following subsections.
5.2.

Magnetostatic Analysis

In the finite element computation environment, magnetostatic analyses are done in
order to estimate the electromagnetic behaviour of the electromechanical systems
under static conditions. Magnetostatic analysis is applied to the proposed generator
model in order to calculate the air gap flux density and to observe the flux paths in
the machine.
5.2.1. Magnetostatic FEA Configurations
In the modelling stage of the generator in ANSYS Maxwell, 1/54 symmetrical
model is employed to minimize the computation time. In Fig. 5-1, mesh plot of the
magnetostatic model is given.
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Fig. 5-1. Magnetostatic model mesh plot

Magnetostatic analysis setup configurations and mesh size configurations are given
in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Magnetostatic FEA configurations

Property

Value

Maximum Mesh size

25 mm

Error

0.5 %

Maximum number of passes

15

Refinement Per Pass

30%

5.2.2. Air gap Flux Density Verification
In this section, air gap flux density value of the proposed generator is investigated
and compared with the analytically calculated air gap flux density value in order to
verify the proposed 5MW 12 rpm design. For this purpose, three different lines are
drawn between the middle of the magnets exist on the C-shaped cores. Therefore,
air gap flux density variation can be observed. In Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3, these air gap
measurement lines are shown from side and top view, respectively.
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Fig. 5-2. Air gap flux density measurement lines side view

Fig. 5-3. Air gap flux density measurement lines top view

In Fig. 5-4, air gap flux density values with respect to related position in the flux
density measurement line-1, line-2 and line-3 are shown, respectively. As it can be
seen from the graphs, these waveforms show sinusoidal variation with peak
fundamental magnitude of 0.502 T.
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Fig. 5-4. Air gap flux density graph from FEA

In Fig. 5-5, top view of the flux density vectors is shown around the poles and air
gaps. As it can be seen on this graph, there exist leakage fluxes at the edge of the
magnets.

Fig. 5-5. Airgap flux density vectors for the 5 MW design
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In order to observe the sinusoidal variation of the flux density plots, a virtual sheet
is drawn in the middle of the airgap region. Flux vectors are depicted in Fig. 5-6 and
Fig. 5-7 from the side and top view, respectively.

Fig. 5-6. Airgap flux density vectors on the virtual sheet (side view)

Fig. 5-7. Airgap flux density vectors on the virtual sheet (top view)
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In Fig. 5-8, flux density magnitude distribution over the steel core parts is shown.

Fig. 5-8. Flux density magnitude distribution over the steel cores of the design

In Fig. 5-9, flux density magnitude distribution over the virtual sheet is shown. As
it shown on graph, flux density magnitude values are consistent with the flux density
plot magnitudes given in Fig. 5-4.

Fig. 5-9. Flux density magnitude distribution over the virtual sheet
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According to these FEA results, air gap flux density characteristics of the proposed
design and comparison with analytical calculation results are summarized in Table
5-2. In Fig. 5-10, variation of the air gap flux density together with analytical and
FEA results are shown. Black labeled flux density is the analytically calculated flux
density value with a flat-top value of 0.459 T while red and blue labels show the
analytically calculated fundamental harmonic peak air gap flux density and FEA
results, respectively. As it was mentioned in the Chapter-3, peak value of the
fundamental component of the flux density value is calculated according formula
given below,

B ag ,1 

4

Bag sin(i )

2

(5-1)

Table 5-2. Comparison of the analytical and FEA results for the air gap flux density

Property

FEA

Analytical

Error

Air gap flux density - (peak)

0.474 T

0.459 (flat-top) T

3.1%

0.502 T

0.516 T

2.7%

Air gap flux density
fundamental- (peak)

As mentioned in the previous chapters, air gap flux density value is a critical value
that has to be verified. It can be seen from the Table 5-2 and Fig.5-3 that analytically
calculated values and finite element analysis results of the air gap flux density of
proposed AFPM generator are in good agreement and related error values are around
3% . Small difference between FEA results and analytically calculated flux density
is due to leakage fluxes that are not included in the analytical method of this study.
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Fig. 5-10. Airgap flux density graph with analytical results for the 5 MW design

5.3.

Transient Analysis

In the transient finite element environment, analyses are done in order to estimate
the electromagnetic performances of the electromechanical systems under dynamic
conditions. Three main objectives of the transient FEA analyses can be listed as; noload induced emf, full-load phase voltage and full-load eddy loss coefficient
estimation.
5.3.1. Transient FEA Configurations
In the transient model, two different mesh sizes are used in order to avoid
computational burden of simulation. Configurations of the transient FEA are given
below in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3. Transient FEA configurations

Property

Value

Mesh size (no-load)

25 mm

Mesh size (full-load)

30 mm

Time step

1 ms

Stop time

0.1 s

Speed

12 rpm (rated)

5.3.2. No-load Model
In this section, only induced emf of the proposed AFPM generator will be
investigated under no-load conditions. For this purpose, zero current value is
assigned to three phase windings together with infinitely high resistance values.
a) Induced EMF Verification
Induced EMF Ea is the voltage measured across open phase windings when no
current flows through and machine rotates at rated speed of 12 rpm. In Fig. 5-11,
circuit schematic of the machine is presented. In Fig. 5-12, induced emf graph from
the finite element analysis is given. According to this figure, induced emf per phase
rms value is measured as 394.5 V.

Fig. 5-11. FEA induced emf ( Ea ) measurement equivalent circuit

Comparison of the analytical results with FEA results for the induced emf per phase
is given in Table 5-4 below. As it can be seen from this table, error is 0.27%.
Therefore, analytical design method is verified with FEA in terms of induced emf
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values. Main reason of difference between errors of flux density and induced emf is
the leakage flux coefficient ( kleak ) used in flux linkage calculations as presented in
Eq. 3-42 in the Chapter-3. This coefficient is used in this thesis to compensate the
effect of not included air gap leakage fluxes. Therefore, analytically calculated air
gap flux density value, which is higher than the FEA flux density result,
intentionally multiplied by this predetermined coefficient. Value of this coefficient
is determined as 0.95 according to several analyses of FEA induced voltage values
before the final design simulation.

Fig. 5-12. Proposed design induced emf per phase results from FEA

Table 5-4. Comparison of the analytical and FEA results for the induced emf per-phase

FEA
Property

Value
(V)

Analytical
Value (V)

Error

Induced emf per-phase rms
( Ea - rms)

394.5

395.6

0.27%

In the optimization stage, 400 V phase voltage convention was selected due to
commercial applications and candidate individuals with phase voltage level above
400 V, are penalized. However, there is no lower phase voltage limit value for the
penalty. Therefore, optimization converged to not exactly 400 V but very close value
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to it. Although there will be a small voltage drop because of the phase impedance in
the full-load, FEA induced EMF voltage level is consistent with the selected voltage
level target.
5.3.3. Full-load Model
In this section, phase voltages and value of the magnet eddy loss coefficient will be
investigated under full-load conditions and related verifications will be presented.
For this purpose, three phase windings of the proposed AFPM generator are excited
by using rms phase current value which was determined in the previous chapter.
During the excitation, load angle which was determined in the previous chapter is
added to these excitation equations in order to achieve “in phase” current and
voltage waveforms, i.e. unity power factor as it is assumed.
a) Phase Voltage Verification
As mentioned in the previous subsection, phase windings are excited so that current
and voltage waveforms are in phase and unity power factor condition is obtained as
shown in Fig.5-13.

Fig. 5-13. Full-load phase voltages and currents

Although in Chapter-3 phase resistance is omitted when drawing the approximately
equivalent circuit and related phasor diagrams, in analytical calculations of this
thesis study phase resistance values are taken into account. Therefore, equivalent
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circuit given in Fig. 5-11 is used when calculating the phase voltage of the proposed
AFPM generator. According to this equivalent circuit, phasor diagram of the
proposed design and phase (terminal) voltage equation are given in Fig. 5-14 and
Eq. 5-2, respectively.

Fig. 5-14. Proposed design phasor diagram including resistance

Vph  EA  I ph (R ph  jX ph )

(5-2)

However, Maxwell FEA does not include the resistance into calculation. Therefore,
resistive voltage drop should be subtracted from the rms phase voltage value
calculated by FEA. This resistive voltage drop can be easily calculated by using the
phase resistance ( R phase _ th ) value which was determined in the previous chapter as
0.02 ohm(  ). Phase reactance X ph of the FEA can be found as follows,

X ph, FEA  j Lphase, FEA

(5-3)

Phase inductance value from FEA Lphase, FEA is measured as 1.04 mH while
analytical design method calculated it as 0.82 mH as it was mentioned in the
Chapter-4. Therefore, phase reactance of the FEA can be estimated as follows,
X ph, FEA  (2 f ) Lphase, FEA  2 (21.6Hz)(1.04mH )  0.141 

(5-4)

As it can be seen from the Fig. 5-13, rms phase voltage without resistive drop is
measured as 385.6 V from FEA. Current and resistance values used in calculations
are taken from analytical design results in the previous chapters. Load angle of FEA
is found by using geometrical relations according to phasor diagram given in Fig.514 and its value is calculated as 15.48o degree. Resulting phase voltage obtained by
FEA is calculated according to Eq. (5-1) as follows,
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Vph,FEA  394.515.48o  746.9(0.02  j0.141) )

(5-5)

Vph,FEA  365.250o V

Comparison of the analytically calculated results with FEA results for the phase
voltage is given in Table 5-5 below. As it can be seen from this table, error rate is
1.81%. Since the proposed generator has an air-cored structure, inductance values
are very low and the inductance effect on the resulting phase voltage are very low.
Moreover, generator operates at low frequencies, phase reactance values do not
become dominant in the calculation of the phase voltage. Therefore, analytical
design method is verified with FEA in terms of phase voltage values.
Table 5-5. Comparison of the analytical and FEA results for the phase voltage

Property
Phase voltage

FEA Value

Analytical Value

(V)

(V)

365.25

371.88

Error
1.81%

In addition to comparison with the analytically calculated results, phase voltage
waveforms obtained from FEA are subjected to FFT by using MATLAB/Simulink
environment in order to see the harmonic content and THD value. For this purpose,
phase voltage waveforms are exported to Excel data file which contains the 100 ms
duration of phase windings voltage waveforms, which approximately last 2 cycles.
Then this waveform data is utilized by the simulation file generated by the Simulink
in order to implement FFT analysis. In Fig. 5-15 exported phase voltage waveforms
are presented.
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Fig. 5-15. Phase voltage waveforms imported from FEA to Simulink

Imported phase voltage data then subjected to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to
analyze the harmonic content and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is estimated
around 2% for three windings. In Fig. 5-16, a screenshot of the simulation block
created in Simulink is presented. Workspace data fetch blocks “m1”, “m2” and
“m3” are corresponding to “phase winding-1” , “phase winding-2” and “phase
winding-3” voltage data, respectively. In Fig. 5-17, Fig. 5-18 and Fig. 5-19,
harmonic components of the phase voltage waveforms and corresponding THD
values are presented. Frequency of the fundamental harmonic component of the
voltage waveform is equal to 21.6 Hz, as mentioned in the previous sections.

Fig. 5-16. Simulation block in MATLAB/Simulink
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Fig. 5-17. Harmonic component magnitudes and THD for winding-1 voltage

In Table 5-6; frequency, magnitude and percentage magnitude of the fundamental
component information of the first 10 voltage harmonics of the Winding-1 are
presented.

Table 5-6. Properties of the first 10 voltage harmonics of winding-1

Winding

Winding-1

Harmonic No

Frequency
(Hz)

Magnitude

% of Fund.
Mag.

1st (Fundamental)

21.6

546.93

100 %

2nd

43.2

2.65

0.48 %

3rd

64.8

8.19

1.50 %

4th

86.4

0.82

0.15 %

5th

108

0.97

0.18 %

6th

129.6

0.57

0.10 %

7th

151.2

1.17

0.21 %

8th

172.8

0.58

0.11 %

9th

194.4

1.17

0.21 %

10th

216

1.10

0.20 %
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Fig. 5-18. Harmonic component magnitudes and THD for winding-2 voltage

In Table 5-7; frequency, magnitude and percentage magnitude of the fundamental
component information of the first 10 voltage harmonics of the Winding-2 are
presented.

Table 5-7. Properties of the first 10 voltage harmonics of winding-2

Winding

Winding-2

Harmonic No

Frequency
(Hz)

Magnitude

% of Fund.
Mag.

1st (Fundamental)

21.6

547.67

100 %

2nd

43.2

1.30

0.24 %

3rd

64.8

8.53

1.56 %

4th

86.4

0.26

0.05 %

5th

108

0.61

0.11 %

6th

129.6

0.50

0.09 %

7th

151.2

0.71

0.13 %

8th

172.8

0.48

0.09 %

9th

194.4

0.90

0.16 %

10th

216

0.55

0.10 %
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Fig. 5-19. Harmonic component magnitudes and THD for winding-3 voltage

In Table 5-8; frequency, magnitude and percentage magnitude of the fundamental
component information of the first 10 voltage harmonics of the Winding-3 are
presented.

Table 5-8. Properties of the first 10 voltage harmonics of winding-3

Winding

Winding-3

Harmonic No

Frequency
(Hz)

Magnitude

% of Fund.
Mag.

1st (Fundamental)

21.6

545.72

100 %

2nd

43.2

2.85

0.52 %

3rd

64.8

7.96

1.46 %

4th

86.4

1.10

0.20 %

5th

108

0.90

0.16 %

6th

129.6

0.19

0.03 %

7th

151.2

1.25

0.23 %

8th

172.8

0.31

0.06 %

9th

194.4

1.12

0.21 %

10th

216

1.37

0.25 %
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As it can be seen from the graphs and tables, harmonic content of the voltage
waveforms are normal and THD values for all the three windings are calculated as
around 2%. Generated phase voltages of the generator will be utilized in the power
electronic converter before the grid connection. Therefore, it’s important to supply
low-harmonic content voltage at the output of the generator windings in terms of
converter losses. Since IEEE Std 519-2014 (Standard for Harmonic Control in
Power Systems) recommends maximum THD of 8% at PCC for bus voltages below
1 kV, calculated voltage THD of 2% for proposed AFPM generator design can be
evaluated as consistent.
b) Eddy Loss Coefficient Estimation
In analytical calculations part of our proposed design method, eddy current losses
on the magnets are taken into account. For this calculation, a coefficient of this loss
per unit volume of the magnet is estimated by using FEA simulations for the rated
frequency of 21.6 Hz. Coefficient of this loss then used in the analytical calculations
fractional to operating speed since eddy losses are dependent to square of the
frequency.
In the stage of FEA evaluations, following equation is employed during the
generation of FEA calculation for eddy losses for one unit of PM block [87], [88].


Vmagnet

2
J eddy

 magnet

(5-6)

FEA integrates the expression above in one whole PM volume where J eddy is the
eddy current density and  magnet is the electrical conductivity of PM, respectively.
Conductivity value is taken constant as 5.55x105 S/m. In the FEA, first integral value
is calculated and then result is divided by the conductance of PM as aforementioned
above. In the Fig. 5-20, resultant eddy loss value per one block of PM is presented
as 9.97 W/block. In Fig. 5-21, eddy current density vectors on one PM block is
depicted.
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Fig. 5-20. Eddy loss calculated for the one block unit of PM in FEA

Total eddy loss on the magnets at rated frequency of 21.6 Hz (for 12 rpm) can be
calculated by using this eddy loss per magnet block value as follows,

Magnet eddy loss  (9.97) x(216) x(2) x(6)  25.85 kW

(5-7)

This power loss equals to 0.51% of the total power output of 5 MW. Resulting eddy
loss coefficient for per unit volume of PM is calculated as follows,
Eddy loss of one PM block (W)
9.97 W

 18 kW /m3
3
Volume of one PM block (m ) 5.53x106 m3

Fig. 5-21. Eddy current density vectors on magnet block
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(5-8)

c) PM Demagnetization
PMs used in electrical machines can be demagnetized and hence degrade their field
density due to strong magnetic fields applied externally [106], [107]. Such strong
fields may be result from the short circuit faults in the generator windings. In this
section, demagnetization risk of the N50 grade PMs used in the proposed generator
is investigated. In order to do this, three phase short circuit fault is simulated by
using FEA and magnetic field intensity values on a block of magnet are compared
with B-H curve of the selected N50 grade permanent magnet material. An
illustration of three phase short circuit fault on circuit schematic of the proposed
AFPM generator is given in Fig. 5-22.

Fig. 5-22. Three phase short circuit fault schematic representation for the proposed system

In Fig. 5-23, B-H curve of the selected N50 grade NdFeB permanent magnet is
presented. As it can be seen from this figure as the operating temperature increases,
withstand ability (magnitude of the coercive force) of magnet material decreases.
In the FEA simulations, field intensity H (kA/m) is recorded along a line drawn on
a PM magnet block during a three phase short circuit fault condition. Simulation is
evaluated for 100 ms with 1 ms step size and magnitudes of H aforementioned above
are recorded and depicted for every 10 ms periods. Short circuit current waveforms
and magnitudes of H plots are given in Fig. 5-24 and Fig. 5-25, respectively.
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Fig. 5-23. Demagnetization curve of the selected N50 grade PM [78]

Fig. 5-24. Three phase short circuit current waveforms

According to instrinsic coercivity values given Fig. 5-23 and field intensity values
(around 600-850 kA/m) on the magnet block under three phase fault conditions as
given in Fig. 5-25, it can be concluded that PMs of the proposed AFPM generator
can be demagnetized in case of three phase short circuit faults occur between 20o C
– 60o C. Since the inductance of the proposed design is 1.04 mH due to nature of
selected air-cored topology, short circuit currents under a faulty condition becomes
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3.3 kA as shown in Fig. 5-24. Therefore, there is a risk of demagnetization for the
selected N50 grade PMs in the proposed design.

Fig. 5-25. H field intensities under three phase short circuit condition in FEA

5.4.

Conclusion

In this chapter, FEA verification is made for the proposed AFPM generator. For this
purpose, analytical design parameters, which were calculated in the previous
chapters, of the proposed generator are used to model and analyse the performance
of AFPM generator in ANSYS Maxwell 3D environment. Magnetostatic and
transient analyses are performed for air gap flux density and phase voltage values.
In the magnetostatic simulations of FEA, sinusoidal variation of the air gap flux
density is shown for the three different axial stacks of the machine. For these flux
density waveforms, analytical result of the air gap flux density is verified by the
error rate of 2.7%.
In the transient simulations of FEA, no-load and full load models of the proposed
AFPM generator are investigated. For the no-load induced emf, voltage waveforms
of the windings under rated speed (12 rpm) condition are depicted and analytical
result is verified by the error rate of 0.27%. For the full-load phase voltage
simulation, windings are excited by the currents which are calculated analytically in
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the previous chapter. In the phase voltage calculation of the FEA, firstly phase
inductance value is calculated by the simulations as 1.04 mH while analytically
calculated phase inductance is 0.82 mH. Then phase reactance value of the FEA is
calculated as 0.141 ohm while this value is calculated analytically 0.111. Phase
resistance value is taken from analytical calculations in the previous chapters. Since
the proposed machine has an air cored structure and operates at very low rated
frequencies, difference of the inductance values does not affected the resultant phase
voltage of the FEA markedly. Resultant phase voltage of the FEA model is
calculated as 365.25 V and verified by the error rate of 1.81%. In addition to this
verification, phase voltages of the FEA are subjected to FFT in order to see the
harmonic content in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. THD value of the phase
voltages are calculated as approximately 2%, which supports the harmonic content
control standards. Related drawings of the harmonic components can be found in
the related sub-section.
In the last part of this chapter, coefficient of the eddy loss on the magnets is
investigated. For this purpose, volume integration is made in the FEA by using eddy
current density, volume of the one PM block and electrical conductivity of PM.
Coefficient of this loss is calculated as 18 kW/m3 while it is responsible of 0.51%
of the total output power of the machine. Related drawing of the eddy current vectors
and formula used in the FEA, are given in the related sub-section. In addition, risk
of PM demagnetization is investigated and it’s found that there is a risk for
demagnetization if a three phase short circuit fault occurs between 20o C and 60o C.
According to results of the different stages of FEA evaluations presented in this
chapter, it can be concluded that the proposed design of AFPM generator is verified
in terms of electromechanical performance. Error rates, phase voltages and
harmonic contents of the proposed design were found at an acceptable level.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1.

Proposed Model Comparison

In this section, proposed and verified AFPM generator will be compared with other
commercial and academic designs of MW-level wind turbine generator systems in
terms of power density (Watt/kg) and torque density (Nm/kg). Since unreasonable
conditions may be encountered when comparing different drivetrain configurations,
mostly low-speed direct drive topologies are compared in this section. In Table 6-1,
13 different commercial and academic wind turbine generator designs are listed
including the proposed AFPM generator according to their properties. Property that
is not provided by the manufacturer, left blank in the table.
It can be inferred from the property comparison table that, the proposed AFPM
generator configuration has a reasonable power density level with 41.8 W/kg,
considering the other commercial counterparts. Besides, proposed generator has
better torque density than other counterparts with 33.3 Nm/kg thanks to its axial
length and volume advantages. Due to axial flux configuration lower axial length,
modular axial stacking and increased reliability are the main advantages while large
outer diameter and dominant structural mass due to direct drive concept are the main
disadvantages of the proposed AFPM generator concept. Since the proposed model
has an air cored structure, amount of PM material increased by the design
optimization in order to provide necessary air gap flux density. Since wind turbine
manufacturers do not share specific data related to magnet mass, axial length of
generator or structural mass, exact comparison of these components is not made in
this section. The proposed AFPM generator configuration can be preferred by the
market especially when modular construction and reliability issues are taken into
account.
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Table 6-1. Properties of commercially and academically designed wind turbine generator
systems including the proposed generator

Model

Thesis/Proposed

Harokasan [108]

Newgen [109]

NREL-AMSC [110]

Bang et. al. [111]

NTNU Thesis [109]

NREL-AMSC [110]

NREL-AMSC [110]

Bang et al. [112]

Type

DDPMSG
DDPMSG
DDPMSG
DDPMSG
DDTFPM
DDPMSG
DDPMSG
DDPMSG
DDPMSG

Enercon/E-126-7580

DD-

[15]

EESG

The
Switch/PMG4250-16
[113]
The
Switch/PMG3200-12
[113]
The
Switch/PMG1650-17
[113]

DDPMSG

DDPMSG

DDPMSG

Power

Torque

Density

Density

(W/kg)

(Nm/kg)

119.4

41.8

33.3

796

47.2

31.7

16.8

19

2011

36.4

109.8

55.2

3.1

12.5

2370

90

34.4

26.3

5

12

3980

90.8

55

43.8

10

13

7347

260

38.4

28.2

6

12.3

4658

177

33.9

26.3

10

11.5

8305

315

31.7

26.3

10

10

9551

325

30.7

29.3

7.58

12

6035

220

34.4

27.4

4.25

16

2537

89

47.7

28.5

3.20

12

2547

80

40

31.8

1.65

17

926

50

33

18.5

Power

Speed

Torque

Mass

(MW)

(rpm)

(kNm)

(tonne)

5

12

3980

1.5

18

4
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6.2.

Conclusions

With the increased capacities and interconnected electrical networks of wind
turbines worldwide, reliability, fault-tolerance and modularity terms have gained
importance. As a result of this, wind power plants have become inevitable parts of
grids even in failure times. Main motivation of this thesis work is to design a
modular direct drive axial-flux permanent magnet (AFPM) generator for wind
turbine applications due to its higher energy yield, higher torque density and volume
advantages.
In the first chapter, general overview of wind turbine trends and statistics are
presented for both in Turkey and worldwide. It’s concluded that worldwide trend is
going through power output of 10 MW and above in the near future. Moreover,
conventional wind turbine practices are changed from fixed speed, low power
systems to high power per turbine, reliable and grid-supportive systems.
In Chapter 2, we mainly focused on wind energy conversion systems. Firstly,
fundamental equations of wind power harvesting are defined and presented. Then,
common challenges of the wind power conversion systems are investigated.
According to statistics and literature, main reasons of longest downtimes and
failures of wind turbines are gearbox and drivetrain failures. Main disadvantage of
direct drive systems are larger outer diameters and mass in order to achieve higher
torque values under same power levels. After these findings, existing wind energy
conversion technologies and various wind turbine generator concepts are
investigated in the literature. Among these generator types doubly-fed induction
generators are very popular due to its lower price and experience in both in field and
production. However, this type of generator suffers from their partial scale (around
20-30% of generator power) converters and gearbox, considering the grid support
and efficiency, respectively. Direct drive permanent magnet synchronous generators
(PMSG-DD) are found more reliable and feasible solution in terms of efficiency,
reliability and fault-ride-through capability. Thus, direct drive PMSG is chosen for
the proposed design in this study. Axial flux orientation is selected and implemented
in this thesis study because of its modularity and axial length advantages. Detailed
overview of selected topology was given in related sections. For the final part of this
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chapter, effects of modularity in modern WECs are discussed and modular concept
is chosen, considering the increased importance of modularity and reliability under
LVRT conditions.
In the third chapter, analytical design calculations of the proposed AFPM generator
and its 50 kW sample FEA verifications are mentioned. For this purpose, detailed
mechanical and electromagnetic design equations are described and related
drawings are given with corresponding design parameters. In the proposed model
outer rotor and C-core configurations are selected. There is a 4/3 ratio between coil
pitch and pole pitch, considering the maximum induced voltage.

Moreover,

magnetic circuit including leakage flux paths are presented and related equations are
defined. Leakage coefficient of 0.95 is used for the flux linkage calculations. This
value is determined according to finite element analysis results. For the PM
excitation of rotor N50 grade NdFeB material, whose remanent flux density value
is 1.4 T, is selected. In the proposed design, power factor is assumed as unity due to
selected vector control in the power electronics stage, which is out of scope of this
thesis. Structural deflection between C-core limbs due to strong magnetic forces, is
also modelled in this thesis. Thermal calculations are based on temperature reference
(7A/mm2 @100oC) under predetermined current density value according to
literature while assuming the ambient temperature is 20oC. Active and structural
mass calculations are again presented in this chapter. Eight rotor bars and six stator
bars are used for the structural support design of the generator. Eddy losses are
calculated analytically for both magnets and windings. For magnet eddy loss
calculation, a coefficient of 18 kW/m3 is used, whose value is determined according
to FEA eddy loss calculations. Finally in this chapter, a sample 50 kW AFPM
generator is optimized and design method accuracy is tested via FEA. Air gap flux
density and induced emf values are chosen for error comparison. According to low
error values (3% for air gap flux density and 6.5% for induced emf) between
analytical and FEA results, design methodology is considered as a verified method
for the proposed AFPM generator.
Fourth chapter mainly describes the implementation of genetic algorithm based
optimization and optimized parameters of the 5MW 12 rpm AFPM generator.
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Proposed design method followed in this thesis can be described as a cost
optimization procedure which is based on analytical design equations presented
previously and wind speed time probabilistic for a given site. Proposed optimization
procedure determines the 15 different design parameters of the proposed generator.
In order to achieve more realistic optimization conditions and more realistic design
results, real field based wind speed distributions (taken from a WPP located in
Çanakkale/TURKEY) are used in the optimization method. Candidate individuals
of the optimization are subjected to 9 different wind speed values in order to
determine the optimum solution under not only for the rated speed of 12 rpm but
also for the other operation speeds. A real commercial Gamesa wind turbine power
production conditions are referenced in this optimization study. Optimum 5 MW 12
rpm AFPM design parameters are found by implementing the proposed method in
MATLAB GA toolbox. In this optimization procedure, energy production income
according to real wind probabilistic are taken into account. In addition, penalty
constraints and phase voltage levels are selected according to real life requirements.
Optimization algorithm evaluates the candidate individual current density values
and adjust this in order to continue process. Details of the algorithm and
performance parameters of the optimum generator is given in this chapter.
10 mm air gap value is selected according to pre-limited stator outer diameter and
machine design practices. Seven different penalty functions are employed in order
to search for a better optimization result and convert our constrained optimization
problem to an unconstrained optimization problem. Optimized generator has an
outer diameter of approximately 10 meters and has 6 axial stacks in parallel.
According to optimized generator performance results, the most dominant mass
component of the generator is the structural mass by 61% while the material cost is
less dominant. In addition, PM cost is the most dominant compound of the cost of
the generator while it is the least dominant mass component. This can be considered
as a disadvantage of the design, as it was predicted before. Therefore, it can be
inferred that, optimization algorithm tried minimize the amount of PM used, for the
sake of a cheaper solution. Resultant generator has a large outer diameter due to its
direct drive nature but very advantageous in axial length aspect. This length
advantage is used by the optimization and the optimum design is determined as six139

parallel axially stacked AFPM generators, which gives modular ability and huge
advantage in terms of transportation, installation and repair costs. Optimized
generator has an efficiency of 95.4%. The material cost and the total cost (including
approximately 20% labor cost) are calculated as $ 1.30 M and $ 1.56 M,
respectively. Total mass is calculated as 119.4 tonne. Total electricity generation is
estimated as 11.73 GWh while the annual generation income is found as $ 857 k.
In the fifth chapter, FEA verification of the proposed 5MW 12 rpm AFPM generator
was the main motivation. For this purpose, a parametric model based on the
optimized analytical design results is created in Maxwell 3D environment. Air gap
flux density and phase voltages are investigated by using magnetostatic and transient
analyses. According to these simulation results, it’s concluded that air gap flux
density and phase voltages are verified by the error rates of under 3% and 2%,
respectively. Sinusoidal variation of the flux density in the airgap is shown and flux
density vectors are depicted. Also in this chapter coefficient of eddy loss, which acts
on magnets, is estimated as 18 kW/m3. Magnet eddy losses in this design was
founded responsible for the 0.51% of the total output power of 5MW. In the full
load verification, THD values of the phase voltages is found around 2%, which
supports the harmonic control standards. In the calculation stage of the phase
voltages of the FEA, difference between phase inductances do not affect the
resultant voltage because proposed generator has an air cored structure and low
speed application. Besides, PM demagnetization is investigated through the FEA
simulations by considering a three phase short circuit fault condition. It’s found that
there is a risk of demagnetization of PMs in case of a three phase short circuit fault
occurs between 20oC and 60oC . Main reason of the high short circuit currents (peak
of around 3 kA) is air cored structure and hence low inductance (1.04 mH) values,
which are expected.
In the earlier sections in the Chapter 6, comparison of proposed and verified
generator with commercial wind turbine generator counterparts in terms of power
density and torque density. Mostly, similar power level and generator topologies are
chosen. According to comparison tables of the generators, power density of
proposed AFPM generator is calculated as 41.8 W/kg while the torque density is
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found as 33.3 Nm/kg. It’s concluded that when compared with other counterparts,
proposed generator has reasonable power density and better torque density among
them, considering the modularity and reliability advantages.
To sum up, a modular direct drive AFPM generator is analytically designed,
optimized under realistic conditions and verified by FEA in this thesis study. This
topology is selected due to its higher energy yield, higher efficiency, reliability and
axial length advantages. Modular design of the proposed generator allows easier and
cheaper transportation, installation and repair conditions thanks to its lighter total
mass per axially-stacked machine configuration. Direct drive allows generator to
operate more efficient due to eliminated gearbox. However, large outer diameter,
which is optimized as 10 meters in this design, and highly magnet price dependent
overall cost are the biggest challenges for the proposed design.
6.3. Future Work
Several points can be considered in order to improve the proposed AFPM generator
in this study:


Detailed Thermal Network: In this study, optimization is forced to higher
efficiency values because of simple thermal approach followed during the
design. However, a more detailed thermal network of the generator can be
studied for a more realistic design optimization. In addition, thermal flow
analysis can be implemented for the design.



FEA integrated optimization: Optimization and FEA verification stages
are separated in this study. Therefore, any mistake in the optimization
procedure could be understood at the final stage, which makes the overall
procedure longer and inefficient. Instead, Maxwell and MATLAB
environments can be linked together for the integrated optimization-FEA
processes.



Prototype testing: Like the most of the real machine design procedures,
low-scale prototype production and testing in a real life conditions after the
FEA verification can result in better designed generators in terms of
electromechanical and thermal means.
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